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The England Women win bronze and the

Open team ends fourth at the World Teams

Championships in Chennai  (see pages 23–27)
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SINCE my last column lots has happened. Sadly we
lost the Judicial Review which looked at whether
bridge was or was not a sport according to the law
(see page 32). The Judge commented that he had not
been called upon to make a decision as to whether
the moral arguments about whether it should be a
sport mattered or not. We now have to decide
whether to call it a day or appeal his decision. Con -
sultation with the lawyers beckons. We still have a
live case concerning the payment of VAT on tour -
nament entry fees and that will proceed to the Euro -
pean Court in Luxembourg sometime in mid-2016.
This is Elena Jeronimidis’s last edition of the mag -

azine as Editor. She has done a great job. and we all
wish her well for the future. Please see page 62 for an
appreciation.

The International Scene

The World Championships in Chennai ended with
all three England teams making it through the
round robin. The women then gained a bronze
medal in the Venice Cup after knocking out USA1
in their quarter-final and the open team came
excruciatingly close, losing the semi-final to Poland
on the last board and the third-place play off for the
bronze medal by a similar small margin (report on
pages 23-27). As well as that disappointment there
was further controversy following the cheating
allegations that had been made before the
championships and had led to the withdrawal of
Israel, Monaco and Germany. On the eve of the
championships in Chennai a Polish Pair had their
accreditation withdrawn but the World Bridge
Federation (WBF) did not and would not say why,
simply claiming they did not have to. This won few
friends and heaped pressure on the
remainder of Poland’s team. The WBF
counsel then did an inter view on Youtube
(http://tinyurl.com/ppc5vng) which is required
view ing for anyone who wants to clearly understand
the word ‘stonewall’. That Poland then won the
Bermuda Bowl says much for their skill and
fortitude; however, if it comes to light that a pair

that helped them qualify for Chennai were guilty of
unfair practice, then there will be another storm
about the gold medal. When accusations have been
made, the authorities need to do something to
investigate and, having done little for some years,
have shown recent increased efforts to seek to find
out whether the accused pairs are indeed guilty. In
the view of too many on social media, however, it has
already been decided by the mob and there is little
need for further investigation let alone due process.
The WBF counsel used ill-advised phrases in a
written statement such as ‘Lynch Mob’ and ‘Kangaroo
Court’ in respect of what had been posted but you
could see his point in a way. The WBF’s decision to
keep entirely silent about why they revoked the
credentials of a pair and the statements issued during
Chennai have done little to inspire confidence. This
whole mess badly needs sorting out to preserve the
future of top level bridge. In some activities where the
international authorities have acted poorly the net
result has been a division lead ing to a rival group. I’m
not sure this has done darts, boxing or chess, to name
three, any great good.

On the Home Front

Moving away from international affairs, someone
came up to me at a recent congress and spoke about
their efforts to get relatively new players to parti cipate
in the club duplicate. They, like many clubs who seek
to increase their membership, hit resi stance from the
new players when it is time for them to play in the big
boys’ game and out of their comfort zone. This can be
based on the greater pace, the perception of a less
friendly atmosphere and players using difficult and
unfamiliar agreements against them. All in all a bit
intimidating. What this club did was get some more
experienced players to agree to be the ‘buddy’ for the
new player to help them get over their initial doubt
and nerves. I know they aren’t the only club to do this
but it did strike me as a good idea to get more people
coming into the main game and staying there. Has
your club tried it?
A happy Christmas to all EBU members. r

Sporting or Not
by Jeremy Dhondy

From the ChairmanFrom the Chairman
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THIS year’s Christmas Quiz will have two winners, the
highest scorer in each of these categories: NGS grades
2-8, and 9 and above. Ties will be resolved by a draw.
Our Quizmaster is bridge celebrity Bernard Magee.
The prizes on offer are either £100 towards entry fees
to an EBU event or a luxury Pelissier table. Your
choice! 
Entries must reach the Editor (Raggett House,

Bowdens, Langport, Somerset, TA10 0DD  or e-mail
lou@ebu.co.uk) not later than 5th January 2016. 

SECTION A (Questions 1–3)
THE MISSING CARD

You are West in the first three questions and the
bidding is as shown. However, you are a card
short, so you have to identify the missing card.
Five marks for each correctly identified card.

W N E S
1´ Pass 2® Pass
2™ Pass 2NT Pass
3NT All Pass

W N E S
2NT Pass 4NT Pass
6NT All Pass

W N E S
1™ Pass 1´ 2t
Pass Pass Dble Pass
2NT All Pass

SECTION B (Questions 4-5)
CHOOSE THEIR LEAD

It is Christmas for the declarer and he is allowed to
choose the opponents’ lead!

Which lead do you pick from the West hand to
make sure South’s contract makes? You can choose
any card, but note that the other cards will be
nastily placed, although on Q5 neither opponent
has a void.

Each correct lead gains you 5 marks. Choosing
the correct line of play in Q5 will gain you an extra
5 marks.

Q4 Q5
´ Q 2 ´ A K Q
™ A K Q J ™ A 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
t 8 7 6 5 t 8 
® 8 7 6 ® 8

´ A J 3 ´ J 9 8 7 6 5 4
™ — ™ —
t A K Q 10 9 t A Q 4
® A K 10 9 5 ® A J 4

Contract: 6NT by South Contract: 7´ by South

SECTION C (Questions 6-9)
BRIDGE DINGBATS

The four phrases below represent something to do
with bridge. Two marks are available for each
phrase correctly decoded.

Q6 Forth rescue
Q7 Strange fortnight
Q8 One sirloin ends conversation
Q9 Coffee with half-a-shot to go
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Quiz Questions
by Bernard Magee

Christmas Quiz 2015Christmas Quiz 2015

Q1
´ A K 4 3
™ K 8 4 2
t J 7
® 9 5

Q 2
´ K Q 4
™ K Q 2
t K Q
® K Q 4 3

Q 3
´ J 3
™ A K 10 4 2
t J 7
® A 9 5
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SECTION D (Questions 10-13)
BRIDGE HISTORY

Link the Kings with their slam contracts; each
correct pairing will gain you one mark.

Q10 Ethelred the Unready
Q11 Henry VI
Q12 Henry VIII
Q13 Edward III

6® vulnerable
6™ vulnerable
6´ non-vulnerable
7NT non-vulnerable

SECTION E (Questions 14A, 14B and 14C)
CHOOSE YOUR SWITCH

The auction has been 1´ – 3´ – 4´; your partner,
West, leads a low trump to your
ace and you are on lead to trick
two with Hand X. Choose your
switch for each of the dummies
below (Hands A, B and C),
assuming standard leads. Each
correct switch is worth 5
marks.

Hand A Hand B Hand C
´ K Q 4 3 ´ K Q 4 3 ´ K Q 4 3
™ 9 3 2 ™ Q 10 3 2 ™ A 3 2
t K 10 t K 10 t 10 6 3
® Q 7 6 5 ® 7 6 5 ® Q 6 5 r
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Hand X
´ A 
™ 8 7 6 5
t J 7 5 4
® K 8 3 2

Season’s Greetings
from all at English Bridge

and  the EBU



THE first point to make is that at pairs you should
play Weak Jump Overcalls at all vulnerabilities. Yes,
you’ll have more tricks when vulnerable and/or at
the three level. But don’t play Weak when non-
vulnerable, Strong when vulnerable or similar (how
often does a Strong Jump Overcall occur, and what
does it look like anyway?).

Weak Jump overcalls, e.g. (1®) – 2™ or (1´) – 3t
are not without risk. You can get doubled and go for
a large number. At teams and rubber you’d be
nervous to make such a bid on a skimpy hand. Pairs
is different. You can afford to go for the occasional
big penalty (after all, a bottom’s only a bottom)
provided your bid works most of the time. At pairs
it’s how often your bid works that’s important,
rather than by how much: frequency of gain, not
amount of gain. Put the pressure on: jostle the
opponents into the wrong contract; give a lead to
partner. And take the odd ‘telephone number’ on
the chin.

At non-vulnerable v vulnerable (the best vul -
nerability for the Weak Jump Overcall – because you
can go three down doubled and still show a profit
against a making opposing game), I would be happy
to bid 2´ over 1® (consuming masses of bidding
space – another good thing) with all these three
skimpy hands:

Hand A Hand B Hand C
´ Q J 10 7 3 2 ´ J 10 9 4 3 2 ´ K J 10 9 4 
™ Q 2 ™ 8 6 3 2 ™ 4
t 7 3 2 t K 5 t 5 2
® 7 4 ® 3 ® Q 10 9 5 2

Hand A is a classic minimum Weak Jump Overcall.
In a sense, you’d rather have a singleton somewhere;
but you’re bidding to jostle the opponents about, not
to declare, so perhaps that lack of singleton doesn’t
much matter. Indeed you could say that you’d prefer
to have ™Q-x than ™x – if the oppo nents land in 4™,
perhaps they’ll finesse into your ™Q.

Hand B contains just 4 high-card points. Don’t
worry. And don’t worry about having four cards in
the other major either – how likely is it that your side
belongs in a heart contract? Don’t be a purist with
your weak jumps. Just make them and worry later.

Hand C contains just five spades, so some of you
may baulk at bidding 2´. But 2´ feels a better bid
than 1´ – that extra level of bidding space you’ve
consumed is so likely to jostle the opponents to the
wrong spot. And your hand is nothing to be
ashamed of – holding length in right-hand
opponent’s clubs suggests partner is short and
you’ll be able to ruff clubs without being
overruffed.

Note that vulnerable, you’d pass with all three.

HHHHH 

Let’s see the frisky Weak Jump Overcall work to
good effect:

N/S Game. Dealer South.
´ 8 6 4
™ A 8 3 2
t 5 2
® Q 10 3 2

´ K 10 9 5 3 2 ´ J 7
™ 9 ™ Q J 10
t 10 9 6 t A K 8 4
® J 7 4 ® K 9 8 5

´ A Q
™ K 7 6 5 4
t Q J 7 3
® A 6

West North East South
1™

2´ 3™ Pass 4™

All Pass
After 1™ – (2´), North had a tricky decision. Should
he stretch to 3™? Or meekly pass? When he
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stretched to 3™, it was normal for South to go on to
4™, having no way to know whether his partner had
stretched or was full value for 3™. 

Say North elected to pass 2´, hoping his partner
could reopen. South might have passed it out (2´

might well make and would go at most one down);
but even if South had reopened (probably with
double, possibly with 3t), wouldn’t North feel he
had to jump to 4™, having shown nothing? So after
a 2´ Weak Jump, North-South are pretty much
bound to play 4™, or defend 2´; what they can’t
really do is play in 3™. Conversely, if West had
stayed quiet (or bid 1´), North-South could bid
1™ – 2™ – 3t – 3™ – Pass or similar.

On to the play in 4™. West sensibly leads the ten
of diamonds – his last choice would be a spade from
his king. East wins with the king and switches to the
jack of spades. Declarer forlornly finesses the queen
(rising with the ace works no better), but West wins
with the king and returns the ten. Note that neither
he, nor any of the other three players, can lead clubs,
without giving away the suit: it is ‘frozen’.

Winning trick three with the ace of spades,
declarer leads the queen of diamonds. East wins the
ace and returns a safe queen of hearts. Declarer wins
dummy’s ace, crosses to his king (West discarding),
then cashes the jack of diamonds throwing (say) a
club, ruffs a fourth diamond, ruffs a spade and then
exits with a third heart. East wins, but has only clubs
remaining. Declarer rides his low club to (the jack
and) dummy’s queen and claims the reminder. It
was well played – but down one as they had
overreached to 4™. All because of West’s cramping
Weak Jump Overcall. r
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ADVERTISEMENTS
Although staff of English Bridge and the staff of Danby
Advertising (Advertising Agent for English Bridge) take all
reasonable precautions to protect the interests of read-
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whether these advertisements are printed as part of the
magazine, or are in the form of inserts. Legal remedies
are available if redress is sought, and readers who have
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Citizens Advice Bureau, or their own solicitors. Read-
ers should note that prices advertised may not be
accurate due to currency exchange rate fluctuations,
or tax changes.



IT was the final duplicate evening of the term and
the fifth round saw the arrival of the Matron and
Stefan Götel at the Headmaster’s table.
‘All the noise in here has given me a headache,’

remarked the Matron. ‘I’m sure I’d have made that
3NT on the last round if it wasn’t so noisy.’
The German master nodded politely. Ah, so that

was the reason she had gone down. If the room had
been quieter, she would have remembered that
dummy’s ®10 was good.
This was the first board of the round:

N/S Game. Dealer: South. 
´ 10 5 4 2 
™ 6 5 4 2
t A
® A 9 5 4

´ Q 9 8 6 ´ J
™ A K Q J 9 8 3 ™ 10 7
t 7 t 9 8 6 3 2
® 3 ® Q J 10 6 2 

´ A K 7 3
™ Void
t K Q J 10 5 4
® K 8 7

West North East South
The Rev. Stefan Head-
Matron Benson Götel master

1t
2™ Dble Pass 6´
Dble All Pass

When she had first learnt the game, the Matron had
been instructed that a jump overcall promised a
good hand. Not one to make frequent changes to
her bidding system, she regarded her present hand
as a middle-of-the-road 2™ overcall. 
The Reverend Benson’s negative double showed a

spade suit and the Headmaster was faced with an
awkward bidding situation. Bertie Bellis, the senior

mathematics master, would doubtless tell him that
5™ should be Exclusion Blackwood for spades.
Realizing that such pyrotechnics were hardly appro -
priate with his present partner, the Head master
contented himself with a jump to 6´. Much to
everyone’s surprise, the Matron ventured a double
of this contract. There was no further bidding and
she led the ace of hearts.
The Headmaster was delighted to see two aces

appear in the dummy. Why on earth had the
Matron doubled? She couldn’t expect to score a
heart trick on this bidding. Presumably she held
some unpleasant four-card trump holding.
The Headmaster ruffed the heart lead and played

the ace of trumps, dropping the jack from East.
Well, surely he must now have a chance. He should
be able to use his splendid diamond suit to nullify
the Matron’s remaining trump holding. 
After a diamond to the ace, the Headmaster

cashed dummy’s ace of clubs. He would need one
club trick to bring his total to twelve and it had to be
taken while the Matron still had a club in her hand.
He returned to his hand with the trump king, East
throwing a heart, and led a top diamond.
The Matron, who still hoped to score two tricks

with her ´Q-9, threw a heart. The Headmaster
continued to play good diamonds as the Matron
discarded hearts. This end position was reached:

´ 10 5  
™ 6 
t —
® 9

´ Q 9 ´ —
™ K Q ™ —
t — t —
® — ® Q J 10 6  

´ 7
™ —
t 5
® K 8
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‘Oh no, you don’t have another diamond!’ ex -
claimed the Matron when the t5 appeared on the
table. If she discarded yet another heart, the
Headmaster would throw dummy’s last club and
score two further trump tricks. She eventually
decided to ruff with the ´9 and the Headmaster
overruffed with dummy’s ´10. He then played a
club to the king, which the Matron ruffed with the
´Q. The Headmaster scored his last two trumps
separately and the slam was his.
‘That’s made my headache even worse,’ exclaimed

the Matron. ‘How did you know Charlie had two
aces, Headmaster? You didn’t use Blackwood.’ 
The Headmaster was busy making a note of the

deal. If the editor of the school magazine knew what
was good for him, he would surely find space for it
in the end-of-term issue.
A few rounds later, the Matron faced Bertie Bellis

and the head of the physics department, Percy
Cutforth. This was the first board they played:  

Love All. Dealer: South. 
´ K 8
™ K Q J 4
t K Q 7 6
® A 9 8

´ J 9 4 2 ´ 10 7 6
™ 10 8 6 5 ™ 3
t 3 t 10 9 5 4 2
® K Q 10 7 ® J 6 5 2

´ A Q 5 3
™ A 9 7 2  
t A J 8
® 4 3

West North East South
The Percy Stefan Bertie
Matron Cutforth Götel Bellis

1NT
Pass 2® Pass 2™
Pass 3´ Pass 4t
Pass 4NT Pass 5®
Pass 7™ All Pass

‘Would you like me to explain the bidding?’ asked
Bertie Bellis. ‘Percy’s 3´ was a slam try, agreeing
hearts as trumps.’
‘There’s no need,’ replied the Matron, placing the

t3 on the table.
Bertie Bellis inspected the dummy. There were
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twelve top tricks on display and a spade ruff in
dummy would make thirteen. Excellent! He won the
diamond lead with the jack and played the king and
queen of trumps, East showing out on the second
round. He continued with the king and ace of
spades, ruffing a spade with dummy’s ™4. After
playing the ™J, all that remained to be done was to
return to his hand to draw the last trump. When he
attempted to do this, the Matron ruffed the tA. The
grand slam was one down.
The Matron chuckled to herself. ‘I still had a

trump left!’ she informed Bertie Bellis tri -
umphantly. ‘Unlike you to make a mistake like that.’
‘No, you made an excellent opening lead, Matron,’

Bertie Bellis replied. ‘I’m pretty sure I can’t make it
after you lead a diamond.’
‘I’ve Madge Warner to thank for that,’ the Matron

replied. ‘It’s one of her Golden Rules to lead a
singleton against a slam.’ 
Percy Cutforth inspected the scoresheet. ‘Only

one other pair bid the grand,’ he reported. ‘They
made it on a club lead.’
‘Must have been one of the younger boys,’ ob -

served the Matron. ‘I can’t imagine any experienced
player failing to lead a singleton!’ r
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N/S Game. Dealer South.
´ Q 7 4
™ J 5 3 2
t A Q J 10 9
® J

´ K J 10 9 6
™ A K 8
t K 7
® A 8 4

West North East South
1´

Pass 2t pass 2NT
Pass 3´ pass 4®
pass 4t pass 4NT
Pass 5t pass 5™
pass 6® pass 6´
All pass

PLAYING teams, you open 1´ and rebid 2NT over
partner’s 2t response. This shows 15-19 and is game
forcing. Now partner can show three-card spade
support by bidding 3´, which is unlimited since it is
forcing. You make a cue-bid of 4®, and North is just
worth co-operating with a return cue-bid of 4t.

This is enough to encourage you, since you hold
great cards for slam, to continue with Key-card
Blackwood. Discovering that you are missing one,
you still have room to check for the queen of
trumps to decide between the five and six level.
North should clearly bid 5´ if he did not hold the
queen of trumps; however, if he does hold it, he
should cue-bid a second-round control to give
maximum information in case partner was
considering a grand slam. Here, however, you were
only looking for six, so you sign off.
You receive a club lead. How do you plan the play?
Your 6´ is an excellent contract, and if the trumps

divide 3-2 you will have little problem wrapping it
up by drawing trumps. You should, however,
consider the possibility of a 4-1 break, provided you
can overcome this with minimal risk. The danger is
that the defender with four trumps will duck the
first two rounds of trumps, and now you will no
longer be able to make the contract unless he has to
follow to four rounds of diamonds.
So you should play to ruff two clubs in dummy.

Win the opening lead and ruff a club. 
This is the position you have reached. How do

you return to hand?

´ Q 7
™ J 5 3 2
t A Q J 10 9
® ––

´ K J 10 9 6
™ A K 8
t K 7
® 8

Do not cross back with the king of diamonds. This
will allow the defence to cut you off from dummy
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when they win the ace of trumps, by playing
another diamond. Instead you can cross back with a
heart, or even a trump, since if they win the ace and
play another, you can draw trumps and discard your
losing club on the long diamonds. After ruffing the
second club, you must again avoid crossing back to
hand in diamonds. If you crossed back to hand with
a trump at trick three, play a heart back to hand
now and continue drawing trumps. If you crossed
back with a heart, you can play your last trump off
dummy, which you must overtake in hand since you
do not want to be stranded in dummy and have to
play a red card, should your trump queen win
(although you might as well have ruffed the third
club with the queen to be safe, since it is of no other
value to you).
This was the full deal:

´ Q 7 4
™ J 5 3 2
t A Q J 10 9
® J

´ A 8 5 2 ´ 3
™ 10 7 6 ™ Q 9 4
t 6 4 t 8 5 3 2
® 9 5 3 2 ® K Q 10 7 6

´ K J 10 9 6
™ A K 8
t K 7
® A 8 4

Heather’s Hints
1. Always consider the possibility of a bad

break, but you should only allow for it in
the play if the risk to your contract is less
than the risk of the bad break. On this deal
the increased danger of taking this line as
opposed to drawing trumps was very slight,
whereas a 4-1 trump break is more frequent.

2. When your partner supports one of your
suits in a game-forcing auction, you should
generally make a cue-bid if you can do so
below game, since your partner is un -
limited. Cue-bids in any game-forcing
auction below the level of game do not
show extra values – they are simply catering
for the fact that partner may have slam in
mind. r
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New Prize Leads QuizNew Prize Leads Quiz
OPENING leads are often subjective and vir tual ly any
opening lead can be successful some of the time.
However, bridge is in many ways a game of
percentages and there fore certain leads will gain more
often than others. In each issue you will be given three
hands and the bidding on each, and you are asked to
choose your opening leads from those proposed by
our Quizmaster. Answers will be in the next issue. In
each problem you are on lead as West.

makers of playing cards since 1824
www.piatnikcardgames.co.uk 

( 020 8661 8866

This elegant twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards
(‘Symphony’) is the prize on offer this month. For
information on the new Piatnik cards visit
www.gibsonsgames.co.uk

There are TWO categories in our competi tion: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate on the top left-hand corner
of the envelope, or in the e-mail subject line, the
category for which you are entering. The first
correct entry in each category out of a hat will win
the prize. The Editor’s decision is final. 

Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, Somerset,

TA10 0DD, or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk 
by 19th December 2015.

Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail!

ANSWERS TO OCTOBER QUIZ: PAGE 40-41ANSWERS TO OCTOBER QUIZ: PAGE 40-41

THIS MONTH’S QUIZ

West North East South
1NT1 Pass

2®2 Pass 2™ Pass
Pass Dble Pass 2´
Pass 4´ All Pass

1 12-14; 2 Stayman.

Choose from: (a) ´J; (b) a small heart; (c) t2; (d) ®10.

HHHHH

West North East South
1™ 7´

Pass Pass Dble Redble
All Pass

This hand is from the Camrose trials from many years
ago and the auction was repeated at several tables. As
you might imagine a lot of IMPs are resting on your
lead so you had better get it right! Choose from: (a) a
spade; (b) ™2; (c) tK; (d) a club. 

HHHHH

West North East South
2™1 Dble Pass 4´
Pass 5´2 All Pass

1 Weak; 2 Asks for a heart control.

Can you punish your opponents? Choose your lead
from: (a) ´J; (b) ™A; (c) ™5; (d) ®3. r

   

 Hand 1
 ´   J 2
 ™   9 3 2
 t   10 8 4 2
 ®   10 9 8 3

   

 Hand 2
 ´   8 7 
 ™   K 7 6 2
 t   K Q 10 2
 ®   8 7 4

   

 Hand 3
 ´   J 10 2
 ™   A J 9 5 3 2
 t   K 4
 ®   3 2



THIS article aims to review some bridge apps easily
available on our mobile devices. If you go to the
Apple App Store or Google Play and type in ‘bridge’,
what comes up? Is what comes up any good? How
do you know what to download? This is exactly
what I did. I tried several apps and will report on the
most interesting ones. The final selection en -
compasses a variety of types of apps: bidding and
play practice, tricky play problems, count and
probability practice.
This review compares and describes different

apps on the basis of the following criteria:
GRAPHICS: ease of visibility (buttons’ size, card

design, resolution, contrast). 
ACCESSIBILITY: easy to use, navigate, find things.
WHAT YOU GET: amount of free content.
CUSTOMISABILITY: convention cards, strength,

speed, card face, background, colours.
TEACHING LEVEL: amount of teaching input from

the app.
BRIDGE INTELLIGENCE: does it play, bid, defend well?
Each app gets a mark from 1 to 5 on each

criterion, where 1 is lowest and 5 is highest, and
then an overall average mark, followed by a
comment.

MinuteBridge
Amongst all the apps I
tried, the one that partic -
ularly caught my interest
for its combination of
originality and usefulness
is MinuteBridge. This is
not an app to practice
one’s play or bidding. It
encompasses a variety of
useful bridge games which
make it suitable for a
broad range of players:

• Simple distribution:
the user can see a bridge hand, with a suit
missing. The user has to calculate the number

of cards in that suit, given the rest of the hand.
For instance, if the hand has 5 hearts, 3 spades
and 2 clubs, then the remaining will be 3
diamonds.

• Count HCP: the user has to count the High
Card Points a hand has (e.g. A532 K87 QJ5 Q93
= 12 HCP).

• Estimate KNR: the user has to re-evaluate the
previous hand based on the Kaplan and Rubens
hand evaluation system. The Kaplan and
Rubens evaluation system is based on the
standard method for counting points (A=4,
K=3, Q=2, J=1), but it introduces adjustments
based on the shape and location of the points.
For instance, it subtracts 0.5 when the shape is
4333 and it adds 0.5 for a jack accompanied by
two higher honours. The app encompasses
K&R hand evaluator, which can also be found
at http://www.jeff-goldsmith.org/cgi-bin/knr.
cgi. Details of all the K&R adjustments can be
found at http://www.jeff-goldsmith.org/knr.
txt.

• HCP range: the user is shown his own hand,
dummy and an opponent’s point range. The
task is to estimate the fourth player’s point
count.

• Distribution probability: the user has to
associate a hand pattern (e.g. 4-4-3-2) with its
probability of occurring (e.g. 21.55% )

• Specific break: the user has to associate a suit
break (e.g. 4-2 with a specific hand holding the
four cards) with its probability of occurring
(e.g. 24.22%).

• A Posteriori odds: the user has to guess how a
suit is most likely to break, given the break of
another suit (e.g. given that a suit breaks 5-4 in
opponents’ hands, how will this affect the
break of a side six-card suit?).

GRAPHICS: the graphics are simple, clear and
elegant. 4.5
ACCESSIBILITY: buttons are big and the font is
dyslexics-friendly. MinuteBridge is currently avail -
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able for Android devices only. 4.0
WHAT YOU GET: the app and its whole content are
free. 5.0
CUSTOMISABILITY: none available. 0
TEACHING LEVEL: the app teaches the user the
probabilities of the most likely breaks and point
count frequencies. 4.0

OVERALL MARK: 3.5
I would recommend downloading this, because
each exercise lasts only a few seconds: this means the
app can be used flexibly, on the go (whilst waiting
for a train, or on the tube). The games get
progressively more difficult and this allows begin -
ners to stop when they are out of their depth,
whereas experts get a nice warm up before getting
into the more complex probability problems. The
app is also a repository for many useful bridge odds
and it is thus great for refreshing the expert’s
memory (or for sorting out a post mortem debate).

iBridge plus

This is an app for playing bridge, and it allows users
to declare, defend and bid. The user can partner a
robot against other robots in a team game, or
rubber/chicago, or online.

GRAPHICS: the graphics are clear. The user cannot
visualise or review the bidding during play; the
vulnerability is not very clearly displayed. 3.0
ACCESSIBILITY: buttons are big and clear, and the
font is dyslexics-friendly. Cards are big and clear,
but in a non-dyslexics-friendly font. It is reasonably
easy to navigate and find things. iBridge plus is
currently available for Apple devices only and it
works offline (apart from the online play fun -
ctions). 3.5
WHAT YOU GET: 16 free hands are included at down -
load; users can purchase 100 hands for £0.79 or a
life time subscription for £10.49. Users need to pur -
chase a subscription to access the online games. 2.0
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CUSTOMISABILITY: users can choose amongst a vast
selection of convention cards, signalling methods,
leading styles, computer’s playing strength, speed of
card play, the deck language, background colours.
4.5
TEACHING LEVEL: users can request hints and
explanations during bidding. If the user rejects the
hint, the app explains what the user is getting
wrong, but the explanations are often brief and not
fully helpful. No comment is available on the play,
but if the user tries to make a play that leads to the
obviously avoidable loss of one or more tricks (e.g.
playing small in a suit headed by A-K-Q), a warning
appears asking user to confirm the play. 2.0
BRIDGE INTELLIGENCE: the AI is accurate both in
defence and dummy play. 4.0

OVERALL MARK: 3.16
The app is pleasant and works smoothly. However,
the teaching functions are too limited and thus in
my opinion not worth paying for. When it comes to
online play, I prefer joining a bigger server, such as
Bridge Base Online, rather than paying for joining a
small community of players.

SharkBridge
This is an app to play
br idge, which a l lows
users to declare, defend
and bid. Users can also
join daily tournaments
online. 

GRAPHICS: cards are easy
to see, the vulnerability is
well displayed, the bid -
ding is visible during
play, some buttons are
quite small. 3.7
ACCESSIBILITY: it is easy to
use, navigate, easy to find
things. SharkBridge is currently available for Apple
devices only and it works offline (apart from the
hand analysis function). 3.5
WHAT YOU GET: only a limited amount of deals are
playable for free. 2.0
CUSTOMISABILITY: users can choose the card face and
back design, language and colour; users can choose
how cards are played (tap or touch and hold) and
the playing speed; the choice of bidding systems is
limited, for instance users can only choose amongst
14-16, 15-17 and the very old fashioned 16-18 NT;



the choice of signalling methods is limited too. 2.7
TEACHING LEVEL: there is no comment on the play,
but hints are available without explanations; the
bidding tips tell users the number of HCPs, but the
comments on the shape and the number of losers
are not accurate and not useful; the tips on what to
lead are helpful. 2.0
BRIDGE INTELLIGENCE: the hands analysis does not
count losers well; it calculates the par score, but the
remarks on the distribution are not helpful; the AI
plays and defends reasonably well. 2.0

OVERALL MARK: 2.6
The app is pleasant and works smoothly. The ability
to play offline is helpful when on the tube. I would
not recommend it to those who hope to learn from
it.

Bridge Doddle
This is an app to improve
one’s bidding. It allows
users to learn the bidding
rules by using flashcards. A
bidding problem or
question appears on one
side: the user has to think
about the answer, check
whether he was right or
wrong by flipping the card
and then rate himself.

GRAPHICS: the graphics are
nice and the cards are easy
to read and see. 4.5
ACCESSIBILITY: the app is easy to use and navigate.
The font used is dyslexics-friendly. Bridge Doddle is
available for Apple, Android and Amazon devices,
and works offline. 4.0
WHAT YOU GET: one set of flashcards with the free
download (SAYC). Other sets can be purchased,
which contain different bidding systems (including
Acol) and specific topics, arranged by skill level. 3.5
CUSTOMISABILITY: none. 0
TEACHING LEVEL: the explanations at the back of the
cards are detailed and accurate. 5.0

OVERALL MARK: 3.4
I would recommend this to students who find this
learning style effective. It is worth downloading the
extra cards for Acol. The user can decide to have as
long a practice as he wants, so it is a good pastime
for livening up the commute.

Bridge Score Calculator
This is an app to calculate
bridge scores according to
the modern duplicate
system. It allows users to
insert a contract with the
number of tricks taken,
and it returns the score.

GRAPHICS: buttons are big
and clear. 4.5
ACCESSIBILITY: easy to use
and navigate. The font is
dyslexics-friendly. Bridge
score calculator is currently available for Apple
devices only and it works offline. 4.5
WHAT YOU GET: the whole product is available for a
free download. 5
CUSTOMISABILITY: none available. 0

OVERALL MARK: 3.5
This app is useful for those who are learning
duplicate scoring and do not have bidding boxes at
home. Students would find it more helpful if the
calculator broke down the score calculation steps.
Nonetheless, it is a useful app, which I would
recommend to learners.

Bridge Quizzes
This is an app to test
one’s ability to solve
bridge problems. It al -
lows users to tackle a
variety of play problems.
The user can solve them
and then check the
answer. This is not a
playing app.

GRAPHICS: the graphics
are clear and simple. 3.5
ACCESSIBILITY: easy to
use, navigate, easy to
find things. The font is
dyslexics-friendly. Bridge Quizzes is currently avail -
able for Android devices only and it works offline. 4.0
WHAT YOU GET: the app is free and users get 106 play
problems. 4.0
CUSTOMISABILITY: users can change the font size and
choose between suit practice, NT practice or mixed. 2
TEACHING LEVEL: the explanations are detailed and
clear. 5.0
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OVERALL MARK: 3.7
This app is targeted at advanced players. It has very
interesting playing problems and it presents a range
of most expert techniques and coups. Each hand is
a unit: the app is thus very flexible and nicely fills
the gap in our daily lives (e.g. waiting for trains).

Bridge Baron
This is an app for play -
ing bridge, which allows
users to declare, defend
and bid.

GRAPHICS: cards and but -
 tons are clear and easy to
see. The vulnerability is
not visible during play:
users have to review the
auction to see it. 3.5
ACCESSIBILITY: easy to
use, navigate, easy to
find things. The font is
dyslexics-friendly. Bridge
Baron is currently available for Android and Apple
devices. It works offline (except if in online mode). 4.0
WHAT YOU GET: the app is not free. Downloading it
costs  £12.99 for Android and £14.99 for Apple. 2.0
CUSTOMISABILITY: users can choose amongst a few
conventions available (e.g. 3 levels of Acol and 3
levels of French Five-card Major); however, the app
does not reveal what those conventions entail; users
can choose the speed of closing tricks and the
bidding/play speed; no graphics customisation is
available. 1.5
TEACHING LEVEL: the tips on what to lead are poor,
e.g. it suggests to lead and underlead honours in
RHO’s bid suit even when safer alternatives are
available. The bidding tips are short but clear;
though sometimes they are too conservative (e.g.
opponents have bid freely to a to slam, user has a
void and side ace, and the app suggests not to
double). No comments or hints on play. The
bidding interpretation function is helpful. 2.0
BRIDGE INTELLIGENCE: the AI is reasonably good in
defence and declarer play. 4.0

OVERALL MARK: 2.8
The app is considerably more expensive than most
bridge apps on the market. Given this, the teaching
input and bidding systems availability are dis -
appointing. Playing on it is pleasant and enjoy able,
but for this money I was expecting a bit more.
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FunBridge
This is an app to play
bridge, and it allows users
to declare, defend and bid.
The user partners a robot
against other robots in
practice games and tour -
na  ments. As the app works
online, users’ results are
compared against other
real players’. The app of fers
engaging competi tive tour -
n a ments, where users are
ranked in leagues depend -
ing on their past scores.

GRAPHICS: the graphics are simple, clear and elegant.
It is easy to visualise the bidding during the play. 4.5
ACCESSIBILITY: buttons are big and the font is
dyslexics-friendly. It works only online. FunBridge
is available for Android and Apple devices. 4.5
WHAT YOU GET: downloading FunBridge is free and
includes 100 deals. Users can then purchase deal
packs (e.g. 100 more deals cost $4.99, or £3.30). 3.0
CUSTOMISABILITY: users can choose among a
variety of conventions cards, i.e. SAYC, Five-card
major French style, Acol, Polish Club and a
custom system. For each system the user can
choose a beginner, intermediate or competitive
level. The app gives a description of the approach
used by the AI at different levels. Users can also
choose among a number of options, such as
playing speed. 4.0
TEACHING INPUT: the user can request bidding tips
during the auctions. The tips offer clear and ac -
curate explanations. At the end of each deal, the app
offers a thorough analysis, including: most played
contracts; how many tricks the user took compared
to the rest of the field; par; comments on bidding.
The app does not make suggestions on how to play
the hand. 4.5
BRIDGE INTELLIGENCE: the AI plays, defends and bids
well. 4.0

OVERALL MARK: 4.1
I would recommend downloading this because it
offers both good teaching input and playing
practice. Users can choose whether to tune the app
into teaching mode and use it as a learning tool, or
to play only. The users’ leagues are fun and com -
pelling, and make you want to go back to maintain
(or improve) your rank. r



THIS month we are looking at the problem that
faces you when you have a choice of suits to show as
responder. Partner opens the bidding and you could
bid one suit or another. Will you be able to show
your suit lengths accurately? Are you worth two bids
or one bid? Will the opponents be able to intervene
and disrupt you? 
All these questions are things you need to bear in

mind, and hopefully you will find the right bid and
reach the right contract by following a few simple
rules.

Responding to 1® – Bid Suits up the Line

There is a treatment (becoming increasingly more
popular) called ‘Walsh’, which involves responding
major suits to 1® ahead of diamonds. While this is
perfectly sensible if you play five-card majors, it
does not fit in with Acol at all. Playing four-card
majors the best strategy when partner opens 1® is
to respond in your longest suit first, and respond 1t
if you have four diamonds and four of a major. The
major-suit fit (if one exists) will come to light very
quickly, and you have the advantage of letting the
strong hand play the contract, and also of reaching
a diamond fit when that is sensible. 
Imagine you have these hands and partner opens

1®:

Hand A Hand B Hand C
´ K 9 8 4 ´ K 10 8 4 ´ 6 4 
™ Q 4 3 ™ 6 5 4 ™ K J 10 8
t K 7 5 3 t Q J 8 7 3 t 9 4 3 2
® 8 7 ® 8 ® J 6 2

Hand A should respond 1t and wait to see what
partner does. If a 4-4 spade fit exists, then partner
will be rebidding 1´ and you have an easy raise to
2´. 
Hand B is a more extreme case; you must respond

1t. It is true that this makes it easier for the next

hand to bid hearts but if the auction gets
competitive it is essential that you have started by
bidding your longest suit so that your side can reach
its best fit. 
On Hand C you should respond 1™ (there is no

need to carry a principle to extremes!). If the
auction becomes competitive, you don’t mind hid -
ing the diamonds forever and if the next hand bids
spades (or indeed anything), then you have at least
indicated a good lead to your partner. 
Why is it so crucial to respond 1t on Hand B?

Have a look at the shape and try and work out what
will happen if you respond 1´. 
You have cut out partners ability to rebid 1™ or

show diamonds; he will often end up having to
rebid 2®, you will pass and now you will be in a
stupid contract. 
If he has these hands, for example:

Hand 1 Hand 2
´ A 3 ´ Q
™ 7 3 ™ K J 9 7
t A K 10 2 t K 4 2
® Q 7 6 4 3 ® A J 9 6 4

On Hand 1  he opens 1®; you respond 1t; he raises
diamonds, and you score 130. If you respond 1´, he
has to rebid 2® (2t is a reverse, remember) and you
play in a 5-1 fit for -200 – ugh. 
On Hand 2 if you respond 1´ the same situation

arises. If you respond 1t, partner will rebid 1™ and
you can pass it, being satisfied that a 4-3 fit at the
one level will be perfectly safe. 
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Which Suit to Respond
by Michael Byrne

Traps for the UnwaryTraps for the Unwary
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NEW CLUB
WELCOME to Beech Bridge Club which has
recently affiliated with the EBU. This is a
teaching club, based in Essex, run by Sally Anne
Huk; email: beechbridgeclub@btinternet.com



Partner Opens 1-Red-Suit – Show Your Major
at the One Level or a Minor at the Two Level? 

The situation is invariably more complicated if
partner opens one of a red suit, as now you have a
choice between showing a major at the one level or
a minor at the two level. 
Have a look at these two hands and see which

auction you prefer:

´ A Q 9 4 ´ K 10 8 3
™ 5 ™ Q 3 2
t K 10 7 6 4 t Q
® A 5 2 ® K 9 6 4 3

Auction (a) Auction (b)
West East West East
1t 2® 1t 1´
2t Pass 3´ 4´

Pass

In Auction (a) no-one has done anything silly yet
the final contract is ridiculous. 2t isn’t the end of
the world, but you might be in the ridiculous
situation of going down in a part-score when you
can make game in another suit!
Where did East-West go wrong? Certainly West is

not worth a reverse after a 2® response, and neither
is East strong enough to respond 2® and then bid
spades next time.
The sequence 1t – 2® – 2t – 2´ is called a

‘responder’s reverse’ and should show a game-
forcing hand with at least five clubs and four spades.
The sensible approach is for East to respond 1´

initially and hide the clubs for the time being. (If
partner has five diamonds and four clubs, he can
rebid clubs and then you can support them.) If
partner rebids 2t, you can pass with a clear
conscience, and if a 4-4 spade fit exists, then you
have just found it.
Note that the key factor here was that East was

only worth one bid, and if that is the case then it is
better to show the major suit at the one level and
hide the minor forever. 
If you increase the high-card strength of the East

hand by adding, say, the king of hearts as well, now
it is perfectly sensible to respond 2® and then
reverse into 2´. 
Responding a major at the one level can often

have hidden benefits. Look at these two hands:
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´ A 2 ´ K 8 5 4
™ K 8 7 3 2 ™ 6
t J 4 t K Q 10 5 3
® K Q 10 5 ® J 8 3

Which auction do you prefer? 

Auction (a) Auction (b)
West East West East
1™ 2t 1™ 1´
2™ Pass 2® Pass

In the first auction the rush to the two level has
cramped the bidding and not allowed the two hands
to show their suits properly. The resulting 5-1 fit
will not be comfortable and needs a fair bit of luck
to make. 
In the second auction the lower bid has allowed

more space for the opener to define his hand,
allowing a modest club fit to come to light. Both
hands have got their major off their chest and the
opener has defined his shape and strength. Note
that if East-West had a 5-4 diamond fit they could
still have reached 3t as West would rebid 2t and
East can raise. And if East-West had an eight-card
diamond fit? Well, while this might go missing if
East responded 1´, the same is true if East bid 2t –
West would rebid 2™ and East would pass once
more. 
Let’s Review the Dos and Don’ts of choosing

which suit to respond:

Do:

• Bid suits up the line in response to 1®.

• Respond major suits first to 1t/1™ if you
have a hand that is only worth one bid.

Don’t:

• Bid a four-card major suit first and then
introduce a five-card minor; partner will
always expect the suit you bid first to be
longer

• Rush to respond at the two level just
because you can. If your hand is only just
worth a 2-over-1 response (a good 9
points) then you will have to pass partner’s
rebid and you might be in a bad spot.

• Use a responder’s reverse unless you have
enough points for game. r
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AS a result of their excellent finishes in the Euro -
pean championships, England sent powerful teams
to all three sections of the 2015 World Champion -
ships in Chennai. The formats for the Bermuda
Bowl (open), the Venice Cup (women) and the
d’Orsi Bowl (seniors) were the same: a complete
round-robin with the top eight teams advancing to
a knock-out.

The Bermuda Bowl started under a black cloud.
Following investigations triggered by Norway’s
Boye Brogeland, who won the International Bridge
Press Association’s ‘Bridge Personality of the Year’
award as a result, three world-class pairs were
exposed as cheats (see page 29). In various
ways they had colluded to signal infor -
mation about their cards. This involved the
positioning of the board containing the bidding
cards, the direction in which the opening lead was
placed on the table and various other illegal signals.
Three qualifying teams from the European zone
were withdrawn: Monaco, Israel and Germany. A
fourth team, Poland, had one pair barred but did
not withdraw their team. Bridge’s biggest ever
cheating scandal made head lines across the world.

The Bermuda Bowl Round Robin

Our open team was: Tony Forrester and Andrew
Robson, David Bakhshi and David Gold, Jason and
Justin Hackett, non-playing captain Simon Cope
and coach Andrew Murphy. With a good part of the
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round robin played, England were outside the
qualifying positions and had some top teams to
play. Suddenly hitting top form, they beat leaders
France by 20-0 VPs. David Bakhshi and David Gold
showed both skill and bravery in their bidding of
this deal:

N/S Game. Dealer South.
´ J 10 5
™ 4
t A K Q J 10
® A Q 9 6

´ K ´ Q 9 8 6 3 2
™ 10 9 6 3 2 ™ A Q J 8 5
t 8 4 3 t 9 6
® J 8 3 2 ® Void

´ A 7 4
™ K 7
t 7 5 2
® K 10 7 5 4

West      North East South
Volcker Bakhshi Bessis Gold

Pass
Pass 1t 1´ 2®
Pass 3™ 4™ 5t
5™ Pass Pass 6®
Pass Pass Dble All Pass

David Bakhshi’s 3™ was a splinter bid agreeing
clubs. When Frederic Volcker competed with 5™,
Bakhshi made a forcing pass, inviting David Gold to
bid a slam even though he was a passed hand. Gold
did exactly that, completing a fine auction. He won
the diamond lead and continued with the ace and
king of trumps. After finessing the ®9, he drew the
last trump and led towards the ™K for his twelfth
trick. That was +1540 and 14 IMPs against +620 for
5®+1 at the other table.

This win was followed by a 15.38-4.62 victory
against USA1. The round robin ended with these
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teams in the top eight: (1) Bulgaria 277.74, (2)
China 274.90, (3) Poland 267.87, (4) England
267.18, (5) France 256.68, (6) USA1 243.67, (7)
USA2 236.56, (8) Sweden 225.18. England had
fourth pick of opponents and were left to play USA1
in the quarter-finals. 

The sixty-five pairs in the Butler comparison were
headed by Brazil’s Gabriel Chagas – Miguel Villas-
Boas (+1.00 IMPs per board). Bakhshi – Gold were
in 3rd place on +0.95 IMPs, with Forrester – Robson
in 9th place on +0.56 IMPs. Splendid ratings. 

The Venice Cup Round Robin

Our Women’s team was: Sally Brock and Nicola
Smith, Heather Dhondy and Nevena Senior, Fiona
Brown and Catherine Draper, with non-playing
captain Derek Patterson and coach David Burn.
England started slowly, as is their custom, then
raced into the qualifying zone. A small stall saw
them drop down, but all was well as the round robin
ended: (1) Denmark 304.11, (2) USA2 288.03, (3)
USA1 281.05, (4) Italy 278.87, (5) England 277.73,
(6) China 274.12, (7) Netherlands 274.09, (8)
France 266.55. USA1 had third pick and chose to
face England in the quarter-finals.  

The sixty-six pairs in the Butler comparison were
headed by . . . wait for it . . . Fiona Brown and
Catherine Draper with a mind-boggling +1.28
IMPs per board. Unless my memory is at fault, this
is the third time that Fiona Brown  (in partnerships
with Catherine Draper and Susan Stockdale) has
headed the Butler in a European or World
championship. Sally Brock and Nicola Smith were
15th with +0.64 IMPs and Heather Dhondy and
Nevena Senior were 21st with +0.51 IMPs. Excellent
ratings for all our pairs.

The d’Orsi Trophy (Seniors) Round Robin

Our Seniors team was:
Gunnar Hallberg and John
Holland, Paul Hackett  and
David Mossop, David Price
and Colin Simpson, with
non-playing captain Simon
Cochemé. 

In the first round of the
round-robin, Gunnar Hall -
berg produced some trick -
ery to land this ‘impossible’
game: 

Game All. Dealer South.
´ J 8 3
™ Q J 8 6 5
t J 8 7 4
® 5

´ A 10 7 ´ Q 4 2
™ 2 ™ K 7 3
t K 5 t A Q 10 3 2
® K J 10 9 8 6 3 ® Q 7

´ K 9 6 5
™ A 10 9 4
t 9 6
® A 4 2

West North East South
Holland Cysneiros Hallberg De Carvalho

Pass
1® Pass 1t Dble
2® 2™ 3NT All Pass

South led the ™10 against 3NT. Which card should
North play, do you think?

He judged to play an encouraging ™8 rather
than the clearer ™J and Hallberg won with the ™K.
Prospects appeared to be hopeless but Gunnar the
Magician was not about to give up. At trick two he
led the ®7. South had little reason to expect that
the hearts were ready to run. He played low in the
hope that North might win with the ®Q and
return a heart. Gunnar called for dummy’s ®K,
keeping the position of the ®Q under wraps. He
continued with the tK and a diamond to the 10,
which won. On three more rounds of diamonds
South threw two spades and thought for a while
about his third discard. Deciding that he might be
endplayed if he threw a low club, baring the ace, he
relied on partner for the ®Q and discarded his
®A! That was +690 and 13 IMPs to England when
3NT went one down on the same lead at the other
table. 

The round-robin result was: (1) USA1 298.89, (2)
Australia 286.21, (3) Ireland 280.95, (4) Poland
273.84, (5) England 259.93, (6) USA2 255.12, (7)
Norway 253.27, (8) Sweden 250.41. All three
England teams had reached the quarter-finals. 

The sixty-seven pairs in the Butler comparison
were headed by USA1’s Zia Mahmood – Michael
Rosenberg (+1.12 IMPs per board), with Hallberg –
Holland in 3rd place (+0.88 IMPs) and Hackett –
Mossop in 6th place (+0.77 IMPs).
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The Quarter-finals

World-class players sometimes produce world-class
plays. Step forward, Andrew Robson: 

N/S Game. Dealer West.
´ K Q 6 5 2
™ 9 8
t 9 7 2
® J 9 6

´ 7 ´ A J 9
™ A 6 2 ™ 10 7 5
t 6 5 4 3 t A K Q 10
® A K 8 7 2 ® 10 4 3

´ 10 8 4 3
™ K Q J 4 3
t J 8
® Q 5 

West North East South
Rodwell Forrester Meckstroth Robson

1t Pass 2t Pass
2´ Pass 2NT Pass
3® Pass 3t Pass
3™ Pass 3NT All Pass

1t could be on only two diamonds. 2t was natural
and forcing. 2´ announced a diamond fit and
showed shortage. 3NT looks secure, doesn’t it? If the
™K is led, declarer can hold up for one round and
then set up the clubs, losing a trick to North ─ the
safe hand. Magic is needed to beat the contract and
Robson duly led the ™4!

There is logic behind this amazing lead. Firstly, if
you happen to find partner with ™A-x, you will be
able to run five tricks. Secondly, if declarer holds
™10-x-x-x opposite dummy’s ™A-x, he may rise
with the ace. Not expecting South to have underled
the K-Q-J, he will place North with a doubleton
honour and aim to block the defenders’ suit. 

Kibitzers on Bridge Base Online were still gasping
at the choice of lead when the screen showed that
Meckstroth had called for dummy’s ™A. Reluctant
to allow North on lead in case he switched to a
spade, he hoped that Robson held only four hearts.
Meckstroth played three top diamonds and led the
®10, covered by the queen and ace. He returned to
the t10 and led another club, won by North. He
was not greatly entertained when a heart return
gave Robson four heart tricks for one down. At the

other table, this was the bidding:

West North East South
Bakhshi Levin Gold Weinstein
1® Pass 1t 1™
2t Pass 2™ Pass
3´ Dble Redble Pass
3NT All Pass

3´ was a splinter bid. Levin led the ™9 to the ™J,
Bakhshi holding up, and Weinstein switched to the
´3. Levin played a deceptive ´K, won with the ace.
Bakhshi now wanted to develop the clubs without
allowing North on lead to play a dangerous spade
through the ´J-9. He led a club to the ace, returned
to a diamond and led another club, ducking when
the ®Q appeared. This classic avoidance play landed
+430 and 10 IMPs.   

England led 101-99 after the first day and 201-153
with one set of 16 boards to play. USA1 fought back
strongly, scoring 35 IMPs on three consecutive
boards, but England held their nerves to win by
215-195. Brilliant! 

The Venice Cup quarter-final against USA1
started with a spectacular board:

Love All. Dealer North.
´ A 3
™ K Q J
t A 7
® A 10 6 5 3 2

´ K Q J 10 6 2 ´ 9 8 7 5 4
™ 7 3 ™ A 10 5
t Q J 4 3 2 t K 10 8 6
® Void ® J

´ Void
™ 9 8 6 4 2
t 9 5
® K Q 9 8 7 4

West North East South
Zur-C. Brock Meyers Smith

1® Pass 1t
3´ Dble 4´ 5®
Pass 5´ Pass 6®
All Pass

The 1t response showed hearts. Jill Meyers led the
t6 but the diamond loser went away on the ´A and
+920 was recorded. A spade sacrifice was cheap, as
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you see. What would happen at the other table?

West North East South
Draper Wolpert Brown Levin

2NT Pass 3t
3´ 4® 4´ 5®
Dble 6™ Dble All Pass

Catherine Draper’s lead-
directing double of 5®
prompted Fiona Brown to
lead the ®J. Yes! Draper
ruffed and that was one
down for 14 splendid
IMPs. This gave a new
meaning to ‘leading a
singleton to get a ruff ’.

England led by 103-87
after the first day. The
scores tightened but Eng -

land then ran away to win by 225-184. We had two
teams in the semi-finals, each of whom had
overcome formidable USA1 opponents. My wife
and I celebrated with champagne that night.

The England seniors fought strongly against
Poland in their quarter-final, taking the lead near
the end. Eventually they lost by 219.5-196 to end
their campaign.

The Semi-finals

After the exhilaration of the previous day, both
semi-finals started poorly for England. In the
Bermuda Bowl England trailed Poland by 86-49
when this deal arrived (Poland had stopped in 6´,
making twelve tricks, at the other table):

E/W Game. Dealer East.
´ 2
™ 7 3 2
t Q 9 8 6 4 3
® Q 10 4

´ A Q 6 5 ´ K J 10 4
™ A K 9 5 ™ Q 8
t 7 5 t A K J
® 9 6 5 ® A K 8 7

´ 9 8 7 3
™ J 10 6 4
t 10 2
® J 3 2

West North East South
Forrester Kalita Robson Nowosadzki

2NT Pass
3® Pass 3´ Pass
4™ Pass 4NT Pass
5´ Pass 5NT Pass
6™ Pass 7´ All Pass

Forrester’s 4™ agreed spades and suggested a slam.
Robson’s RKCB 4NT discovered two aces and the
´Q. His 5NT showed all six key-cards and asked
partner to name a side-suit king. How would you
play 7´ when South leads the ´9? 

Robson won with the ´J. To lead the ´4 next
would cost the grand slam. Robson was intending to
ruff a heart in his hand, after which it would be
essential to draw trumps ending in the West hand if
they broke 4-1. He therefore led the ´10 next, North
discarding a diamond. After the ™Q, ™A and a heart
ruffed with the ´K, kibitzers on BBO saw that
declarer could draw the outstanding trumps and
make the grand with a diamond finesse.

Robson wanted to take
whatever extra chances were
available. His next move was
to cash the tA, in case South
had a singleton tQ. Al -
though South still held two
trumps, Robson next played
the ®A-K. Commentators
suggested that this might
lead to a show-up squeeze,
where North would be
squeezed in the minors
(forced to reduce to two diamonds), after which
declarer could drop a possible doubleton tQ from
South. Since North could not be 6-4 in the minors
when he had already shown four major-suit cards,
such an ending would arise only if  North held
®Q-J-10 and six low diamonds. 

Robson drew the remaining trumps and played
his ™K, throwing the ®8-7 from hand. This was the
position at trick twelve:

t Q 9
® ─

t 7 t K J
® 9 ® —

t 10
® J

Robson led dummy’s t7. North following with the
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t9. Diamonds were known to have started 6-2. It
was possible that South now held the bare tQ but
the odds were 6-to-2 that North had started with
that card. ‘What is he thinking about for so long?’ I
wondered. ‘Finesse the tJ!’ Time stood still as
Robson ruffled his hair and agonised on his final
play. A nett of 30 IMPs were at stake. If he went
down, the match deficit would be a ruinous 54
IMPs. ‘If he plays for the drop, against the odds, I’m
not going to commentate on the rest of the session,’
I announced. Robson tortured the England
sup porters for a full five minutes (watch the
video on www.youtube.com/watch?v=TIv
FOpojFok) before finessing the tJ to make the
grand slam. Such is the pain and joy of sup porting the
England Open team on BBO. The bidding and play of
the deal had lasted twenty-five minutes. 

Poland led by 10.7 IMPs after the first day. Jason
and Justin played a strong fourth set but two
unlucky slam swings left the margin at 11.7 IMPs.
Poland opened a sizeable lead in the 5th set but
Robson produced two fabulous off-beat doubles,
both generating big swings. Poland led by 18.7 IMPs
with one set to play. Again Poland opened the gap
and England closed it. With four boards to play,
England led by 4.3 IMPs but Poland at the other
table had finished with four plus scores. Forrester &
Robson matched their +1370, +400 and +140 and
the England lead was still intact. On the last board
Poland scored +130 in 3® and +110 in 2´ to snatch
victory by 207-205.3. It was heart-breaking.

In the Venice Cup semi-final, France led England
all the way and by 58 IMPs after four sets. There was
a fight-back but France won 211-186. Our
magnificent open and women’s teams would now
have to play bronze-medal matches.

The Bronze Medal Play-offs

In the Bermuda Bowl it was England against USA2
over 96 boards. USA2 led most of the way,
sometimes by a fair margin. Near the end, England
fought back splendidly and with one board to go the
score was England 243  USA2 241.3. The last board
was an obvious 4´ and we could afford to concede
an overtrick difference and still win. USA2 duly
scored an overtrick but . . . the England declarer, ex -
hausted after many heroics, misplayed to go one
down. USA2 won by 252.3-243. For the second time
in a medal match, the last board had proved fatal.

It was better news for our women. They led the
Netherlands for most of the way, winning by

165-139.7. Nicola Smith played this 3NT splendidly:

E/W Game. Dealer North.
´ J 9
™ J 9 4
t J 10 5
® A Q 8 6 4

´ A K 6 ´ 3
™ A 10 6 2 ™ Q 8 5
t A Q 8 6 t 9 7 4 3
® 3 2 ® K J 9 7 5

´ Q 10 8 7 5 4 2
™ K 7 3
t K 2
® 10

West North East South
Smith Wortel Brock Michielsen

Pass Pass 3´
3NT All Pass

The ®4 was led, won with the ®J. Smith played a
diamond to her queen, followed by a club, North
winning with the ace. She ducked the ´J switch,
won the second spade and then played ace and
another diamond, throwing North on lead. Unable
to play a club safely, Wortel had to lead the ™4, won
with the ™10. Smith cashed the ´A, crossed to the
t9 and scored the ®K. With the game secure she led
the ™8, South surrendering an overtrick by rising
with the ™K. A fine +630. 

In 3NT at the other table, Van Zwol won with the
®J and led to the t8 at Trick 2. She won the second
round of spades and led a club to Fiona Brown’s ace.
The tJ to the king and ace was followed by the tQ.
Van Zwol then had to play hearts herself and a heart
to the queen proved unsuccessful. The def enders
scored one spade, two hearts, a diamond and a club
for one down and 12 IMPs. Yet more medals for our
all-star women’s team! 

The Medal Winners

In the final of the Bermuda Bowl Sweden won the
penultimate set 70-6 to lead by 18 IMPs. Poland
recovered in the last set to win gold by 307.5-293. In
the Venice Cup it was a win for France over USA2 by
179.7-171. The d’Orsi Trophy was won by USA1,
defeating Sweden by 263-126.3. Poland took bronze
over USA2 by 208-147.  r
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MY previous article stressed the need to make a
sound plan at the outset of a hand; this article
continues in similar vein. Too many players thank
partner for the dummy and instantly embark on a
line of play without thinking the hand through. Five
or six tricks into the play they then find themselves
in consultation with the ceiling, although the dam -
age has oftenalready been done.
Without further ado, try your hand in 4™ on Deal
1. West leads the ´Q so you have to plan the play:

Deal 1
South plays in 4™.
West leads the ´Q.

´ 7 6 4
™ K 10 3
t A 7 5 3
® K 8 4

´ A K 2
™ A Q J 9 7
t 4
® Q 7 5 3

Now the formula is always the same: ‘Count – Plan
– Execute’. Count your winners and losers, and
make a plan before you start to play.
In terms of winners there are obviously nine on

top (two spades, five hearts, one club and a dia -
mond). In terms of losers there are three obvious
ones: a spade and a couple of clubs. As so often in the
preliminary stages of analysis, this doesn’t balance –
the winners and losers do not total thirteen.
Before calling for a card from dummy you need to
sort this out. In fact, the count of losers above is not
right – there are, in fact, three probable club losers.
Oh sure, clubs might split 3-3 or a friendly defender
might squander the ®A ‘on air’ when you lead a low
club from one hand or the other. That happens on
some sunny days, it is true. However, it pays to take
your umbrella out just in case the sky is dark and
threatening.
At least the problem presents itself clearly, if not
the solution: you have three club losers and one of
them needs eliminating. The only two ways of
eliminating losers are to trump them or dump
them. There is no source of discards available (so no
dumping), so you must look to trump a club loser.
Right – it’s time to execute the plan.
Take the spade lead and immediately play a club
to the ®K. As the cards lie, East takes the ®A and
persists in spades. You take that, cash the ®Q and
give up a club and now you see the light at the end
of the tunnel. You can trump your last losing club in
dummy before pulling the remaining trumps and
cashing the tA. The full deal is:

´ 7 6 4
™ K 10 3
t A 7 5 3
® K 8 4

´ Q J 10 9 ´ 8 5 3
™ 8 5 4 ™ 6 2
t K J 8 2 t Q 10 9 6
® 6 2 ® A J 10 9

´ A K 2
™ A Q J 9 7
t 4
® Q 7 5 3

.
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Planning Laws
by Paul Bowyer
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EUROPEAN OPEN REPORT
Apologies to the team of Marion Robertson,
simon Cope, Desislava Malakova (Bulgaria) and
stefan skorchev (Bulgaria) for omitting that they
qualified for the knock-out stages in the Mixed
Teams in 7th place – the highest position
reached in the event by a team containing
english players.



Ten tricks come from two spades, six hearts (five in
hand and a ruff in the short hand), one diamond
and one club. 
Deal 2 is more subtle. How would you play 4´
here? West leads the ®K.

Deal 2
South plays in 4´.
West leads the ®K.

´ A Q
™ A Q 6 2
t K Q 8 2
® 9 7 2

´ K J 10 9 8 6
™ 7 5
t 5 3
® A 6 4

Count – Plan – Execute. Winners? You have nine
obvious ones (six spades, one heart, one diamond,
one club). Should the heart finesse succeed you’d
have a tenth winner. Losers? A diamond and two
clubs for sure, possibly a heart.
At least the winners and losers add up. Nine or
ten winners, three or four losers – it all appears to
boil down to the heart position. If West has the ™K
the contract makes, if East has it the contract fails.
So, take the ®A, draw trumps and take the heart
finesse.
Well, if that’s your plan it’s a poor one. This line
neglects the fact that you’d have two diamond
winners if West has the tA. If West has to play the
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tA on air then you’d have a discard – you’d be able
to dump a heart loser. The problem is that West may
play low on a diamond lead from you, stranding you
in the dummy. That South hand is short of entries.
Once the problem is clarified the solution often
emerges. You must take the ®A at trick one and
immediately play a diamond. On this layout the tQ
wins the trick. So you draw trumps now (overtaking
the ´Q in the process, naturally) and play another
diamond. If West has the tA, he is presented with a
problem for which there is no solution. If he takes
the tA, cashes two clubs and plays a heart you grab
the ™A and hastily dump your heart loser on the
established diamond. The full deal is:

´ A Q
™ A Q 6 2
t K Q 8 2
® 9 7 2

´ 7 4 ´ 5 3 2
™ 9 4 3 ™ K J 10 8
t A 10 7 4 t J 9 6
® K Q J 8 ® 10 5 3

´ K J 10 9 8 6
™ 7 5
t 5 3
® A 6 4

Now can you see what would have happened had
you drawn trumps immediately? You might have
then led a diamond to the tQ but West would
(make that ‘should’) play low, allowing the tQ to
score. What next? You’d be trapped on table, unable
to prevent West gaining the lead and firing a heart
through the ™A-Q. Only a diamond lead at trick
two allows 4´ to make. r
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‘CHEATING’ VIDEOS
If you are trying to understand
what cheating charges have
been levied against two top in-
ternational pairs (Fisher-
Schwartz and Fantoni-Nunes),
these videos by Michael
Clark will be of interest.
For more info, see www.
ebu.co.uk/node/2146

click

link
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Oxfordshire Bridge Association
presents a learn-through-play course

on 9-10 January 2016

Learn Bridge in a Weekend
Wallingford Bridge Club,

Berrick & Roke Village Hall, OX10 6JJ

email joanmbennett@hotmail.co.uk
or ( 01491 579795

Free to all in full time education or those
prepared to help in schools – £99 to others. 

27 – 30 December 2015

YEAR END
CONGRESS

Royal National Hotel, London WC1
Special package deals are available – single-bedded rooms

only – at the nearby Imperial Hotel.  For details and
reservations contact Imperial Hotel Ltd.,

Central Reservations Office ( 020 7278 7871

Stratified Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams
Mixed and Open Pairs
Really Easy Afternoon

Entries / enquiries to EBU Comps Dept
( 01296 317203 or 01296 317219

or book online at www.ebu.co.uk/members

27 – 29 December 2015

NORTHERN
YEAR END CONGRESS

Dunkenhalgh Hotel and Spa,
Clayton le Moors BB5 5JP    ( 01254 426800

Mixed / Open Pairs
Swiss Pairs, Swiss Teams

Entries / enquiries to EBU Comps Dept

( 01296 317203 or 01296 317219
or book online at www.ebu.co.uk/members

Green-

pointed

Blue-

pointed

Green-

pointed

1 – 7 February 2016

BRIDGE OVERSEAS
CYPRUS CONGRESS
Athena Beach Hotel, Yeroskipou, Paphos

Open Pairs; Men’s, Ladies’ and Mixed Pairs;
Pivot Teams

Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams

Bridge Fees: £138
( 01296 317203 or 8 comps@ebu.co.uk

Attendance at the congress is exclusive to
delegates booking their accommodation
with Bridge Overseas ( 0800 034 6246

8 office@bridgeoverseas.co.uk

Blue
points

Green
points
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JOHN WHITELOCK asks: Could you please clear
up this point which has been the subject of
discussion. Some players argue that if they had
already made up their minds what they were
going to bid, the fact that their partner has had
a long hesitation doesn’t stop them making that
bid. I contend that if that bid is not the only
obvious choice of action then they may have to
change what they were going to do when their
partner hesitates.

You are right that the law is more complex and
demands more of players than they just bid ‘what
they would always bid’. One problem with this
approach is that we don’t generally know with
certainty what we would have done in different
circumstances and it’s very easy to convince our -
selves that we would always have made the sug -
gested call.

There are two laws that apply here:
L73C. Player Receives Unauthorized Information
from Partner
When a player has available to him unauthorized
information from his partner, such as from a
remark, question, explanation, gesture, man ner ism,
undue emphasis, inflection, haste or hesita tion, an
unexpected* alert or failure to alert, he must
carefully avoid taking any advantage from that
unauthorized information. [*i.e. unexpected in
relation to the basis of his action.]
And:
L16 B. Extraneous Information from Partner
1. (a) After a player makes available to his partner
extraneous information that may suggest a call or
play, as for example by a remark, a question, a reply
to a question, an unexpected alert or failure to alert,
or by unmistakable hesitation, unwonted speed,
special emphasis, tone, gesture, movement, or

mannerism, the partner may not choose from
among logical alternatives one that could demon -
strably have been suggested over another by the
extraneous information. 
(b) A logical alternative action is one that, among
the class of players in question and using the
methods of the partnership, would be given serious
consideration by a significant proportion of such
players, of whom it is judged some might select it.

So when in receipt of UI you should do your best to
avoid taking any advantage; recognise that if an
action is suggested by the UI and you take that
action you will be judged by the standards of your
peers, not by whether you would ‘always’ have taken
the action; and if you do end up being ruled against,
accept the ruling with good grace, recognising that
these can be difficult matters for players to judge
and there is no suggestion that you have failed to act
ethically.

PETER MCWHIRTER writes: Dummy points to
the table when the lead is due from dummy and
before declarer has a chance to lead. I ruled that
this was not allowed quoting Laws 42 and 43.
The player in question accepted the ruling but
wanted to know if there was anything more
specific as he felt he was only ‘trying to prevent
declarer from an irregularity’. At what point can
dummy warn declarer? 

I think that in order to be ‘trying to prevent declarer
from an irregularity’ declarer has to actually be in
danger of committing an irregularity, for example
by reaching for a card from his own hand. If that’s
not the case, then the dummy’s actions are contrary
to Law 43A1c. So I think you have correctly
identified the relevant laws! r

Hesitations & Warnings
by Gordon Rainsford

Email your questions to Gordon Rainsford at gordon@ebu.co.uk

Ask GordonAsk Gordon

click

link

Gordon, English Bridge and the EBU are not responsible if the information provided is incorrect or incomplete.
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EBU News
n DECEMBER 2015
12-13     Gold Cup Finals
              West Midlands BC
13           Swiss Pairs
              South Bucks Bridge Centre
18-20     European Seniors Trials stage 1
              West Midlands BC
27-29     Northern Year End Congress
              (see advert on page 30)
27-30     Year End Congress London
              (see advert on page 30)
27           Swiss Pairs
              South Bucks Bridge Centre

n JANUARY 2016
2-3         Manchester Congress
4-7         British Winter Sim Pairs, Clubs
8-10       Midlands Congress, Solihull
8-10       Camrose Trophy (1st weekend)
              Ireland
10           DBA John Woolcott Blue Point
              Swiss Teams
              Isca Centre, Exeter
10           Preston BC Blue Point Teams
16-17     National Teams Congress
              Holiday Inn, B’ham Airport
              (see advert on page 34)
17           Swiss Pairs
              South Bucks Bridge Centre
22-24     European Seniors Trials stage 2
              TBA
22-24     Lady Milne Trials, TBA
30-31     Chester Congress, Deva BC
31           Swiss Pairs (Blue-pointed)
              Abingdon BC

n FEBRUARY 2016
1-7         Overseas Congress, Cyprus
              (see advert on page 30)
2-3         Bridge England Sims, Clubs
              (see advert on the right)
5-7         Seniors - Teltscher Trophy Trials
              West Midlands BC
7             Swiss Pairs (Blue Points)
              Richmond BC
13-14     Tollemache Final
              Park Inn, Birmingham
14           Swiss Pairs
              South Bucks Bridge Centre
19-21     Harrogate Spring Congress
              (see advert on page 47)
19-21     Junior Camrose / Peggy Bayer
              Scotland
27-28     Ranked Masters Pairs
              Holiday Inn, B’ham Airport
28          Masters Pairs (various venues)
              (see advert on page 34)
28           DBA North Devon Congress
              Blue Point Swiss Teams
              Barnstaple Hotel

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

ADDITIONS and amend -
ments to permitted methods
take effect from August 1st
and any appli cations to
change any thing need to be
received by the Laws and
Ethics Committee by the end
of February.
If you wish to apply for

approval of any agreement
not currently permitted, you
should send it by the end of
February 2016  either typed
on A4 paper to the Secretary

to the Laws and Ethics
Committee, EBU, Broad fields,
Bicester Road, Aylesbury
HP19 8AZ or by e-mail to
John Pain, john@ebu.co.uk.
You should include a logical
defence to any agreement and
indicate how it is to be shown
on the convention card.
The Committee tend to

look more favourably on
applica tions that are not
especially difficult to defend
against. 

PERMITTED AGREEMENTS

ENTRIES are now open for
the 2016 EBU Online Knock -
out Teams competition.
Matches will be played ex clu -
sively online and are for teams
of four. Green points will be
awarded for each match won.
Entries close on 23rd
December, with the first
round of matches to be
completed by the end of
January.

A plate competition (in
which Blue Points will be
awarded) will be available for
teams which lose their first
match, so everyone is
guaranteed at least two
matches.
To enter please use the

members area of the website
or contact the Competitions
Department ( 01296 317203/
219 or 8 comps@ebu.co.uk.

ONLINE KNOCKOUT TEAMS

THE BRIDGE ENGLAND
SIMULTANEOUS PAIRS

takes place on 2nd and 3rd February 2016
at clubs around the country.

The money raised will go to fund
the England Under-15 team,

who have been invited to play
in the 2016 World Championships.

For a list of participating clubs please see

www.ebu.co.uk/sim-pairs

Blue
points
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Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

DECEMBER 2015
WEST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

  1.  E/W Game                ´  A 9 3
       Dealer North             ™  A 7
                                        t  A K 8
       (Keyzad)                    ®  A Q J 10 3
       * Both North and South pass

   2.  N/S Game                 ´  K J 9 5 4
       Dealer North             ™  K 9
                                        t  A 10 6 2
       (Brogeland)                ®  Q 9
       * North opens 1t. South passes.

   3.  N/S Game                 ´  8
       Dealer West               ™  A K 5 2
                                        t  Q 7 6 5
       (Wold)                       ®  J 8 5 2

   4.  E/W Game                ´  K J 10 6 3
      Dealer North             ™  10 5 2
                                        t  Q 5
       (Shah)                    ®  A 8 5
       * North passes. South overcalls
       with 2™ if possible
                                         
   5.  N/S Game                 ´  K 6 4 3
       Dealer East                ™  A K Q J 2
                                        t  5 3 2
       (Rosenthal)                 ®  4
   
   6.  E/W Game                ´  A 
       Dealer East                ™  J 3
                                        t  J 10 7 4
       (Nunes)                     ®  A K Q 10 5 4
                                            

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 37-39

Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

DECEMBER 2015
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

  1.  E/W Game                ´  K 2
       Dealer North             ™  K 9 6 3 2
                                        t  Q 10 9 4 3 2
       (Sunit)                       ®  Void
       * Both North and South pass

   2.  N/S Game                 ´  Q 10 7 3
       Dealer North             ™  A Q J 10 8
                                        t  5
       (Lindqvist)                 ®  A 8 3
       * North opens 1t. South passes.
   
   3.  N/S Game                 ´  A K Q 3
       Dealer West               ™  Q J 9 7 3
                                        t  A 3
       (Passell)                     ®  A 9

   4.  E/W Game                ´  A 8 7 4
      Dealer North             ™  A K J
                                        t  K J 8 2
       (Paske)                   ®  K 7
       * North passes. South overcalls
       with 2™ if possible

   5.  N/S Game                 ´  J 10 5
       Dealer East                ™  Void
                                        t  A K Q 6 
       (Silverstein)                ®  A K 10 9 8 3
   
   6.  E/W Game                ´  K Q 10 8 5 4
       Dealer East                ™  10 9 8
                                        t  A
       (Fantoni)                   ®  J 7 3
                                         

  Did you beat the experts? – Pages 37-39$

click

link

click

link
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NATIONAL
TEAMS

CONGRESS
16 – 17 JANUARY 2016

Holiday Inn, Birmingham Airport

EITHER 
START IN THE POPULAR 

POINT-A-BOARD TEAMS EVENT
(with enhanced master points for

matches won)

PART OF THE SERIES FOR
THE ‘PLAYER OF THE YEAR’

CHAMPIONSHIP

OR 
PLAY IN THE TRADITIONAL
SWISS TEAMS THROUGHOUT
(Teams eliminated from the

Point-a-Board event at the end of
Saturday will join the Swiss Teams

with a carry-forward score)

With Point-a-Board scoring, only two points
are at stake on each board. You gain 2 if your
score is higher than the opponents’ (even by
only 10 points if, say, you were in 1NT making
for +90 and your opponents were in 1´
making for +80). If you score less than your
opponents, you get zero, and if your score is
the same as theirs you get 1 point each.

Entries / enquiries: EBU Comps Dept.

( 01296 317 203 / 219   8 comps@ebu.co.uk

EBU Accommodation Booking Service

( 0800 0346 246

Green-

pointed

RANKED MASTERS
PAIRS 2016

A group of Pairs Championships for players
with spe cific Master Point ranks

Free entry: If a player was promoted in
2015 to one of the four landmark ranks
(Grand Master, Life Master, Regional Master,
Master), his/her entry to the 2016 event is
FREE.

27 – 28 February 2016
Premier Grand Masters Pairs

Grand Masters Pairs
Premier Life Masters Pairs

Life Masters Pairs
National Masters Pairs
Regional Masters Pairs

Holiday Inn, Birmingham Airport

EBU Accommodation Booking Service
( 0800 0346 246

All events start at 2pm on Saturday and
end between 3.30pm and 5.30pm
on Sunday depending on numbers.

MASTERS PAIRS
28 February 2016

The Masters Pairs section is open to all below
the rank of Regional Master on 1st Jan 2016.
Unlike the other categories in the Ranked
Masters Pairs (see above), it is a two-session
one-day event (11.30 start, finish by 6.45pm
approx.) at these venues:

• Bradford Bridge Club

• Exeter Bridge Club

• First Class Bridge Academy, Billericay

• Richmond Bridge Club

• Tunbridge Wells Bridge Club 

• Welwyn Garden City Bridge Club 

• West Midlands Bridge Club

Entries / Enquiries:
EBU Competitions Department
( 01296 317 203 / 219 or e-mail

comps@ebu.co.uk

All
Green-
pointed

Green-
pointed
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A DIFFERENT GAME

AL RUSSELL and friends are no
doubt free to waive between
themselves the rules on revokes,
leads out of turn, etc. (Letters to
the Editor, October issue). How -
ever, this is the equivalent to
local football teams agreeing to
disregard, as incon venient, the
laws on Off Side.
What they are playing, to
paraphrase a comment made on
The Charge of the Light Brigade,
may be magnifique mais ce n’est
pas le bridge.

Len Macauley, Staining, Lancs

BOWING TO THE
INEVITABLE?

I WAS surprised and delighted to
read Jeremy Dhondy’s comments
in the October magazine. His
sharpshooting skills are im -
pres sive when he targets cheating
in bridge. The cheating can be
subtle, covert or duplicitous. It is
a creative acti vity practised since
the ascent of man. Perhaps in
modern life cheating is the
biggest growth industry, practised
by well-known multinationals to
the humblest bridge grand master
aspiring to fame and status.
Bridge players are very clever
and will always bypass end less
codicils that are added on every
year to the bridge rules. In fact
EBU rules and regulations will
soon rival the HMRC laws. I
think that cheating can never be
rooted out in bridge, as complex
laws sometimes make it easier to
hoodwink regulators. 

Diip Guha, Chesterfield

TRUE SPORTSMANSHIP

I STARTED to play bridge a few
years ago, initially as a social
activity, but in recent times I
have played more competitively,
and now play for Dorset 1st
team. Hence I have a legitimate
con cern over the recent cheating
allegations and confessions.�It
concerns me that the game is in
danger of gaining the reputation
that cheating is endemic, and
that the WBF and EBL are not
prepared to take the tough line
needed to put things right.�
Even Peter Hollands, in his
commentary on the recent con -
fessions by the German pair (the
third in recent months, see
http://tinyurl.com/nrqkbs2),
does not strongly stand against
their cheating. He sug gests that
after a ban, of which he considers
around two years is probably
likely, his friend Alex will be
back.�They should be banned for
life, as should anyone else found
systematically cheat ing in a pre-
meditated manner. I do not mean
here a club player who ac -
cidentally sees the cards of an
opponent – I am talking about
premeditated cheating, where
the protagonists know exactly
what they are doing.�
We criticise athletics for al -
lowing drug cheats back after a
year if they show remorse, so it is
time we stood up for our ‘sport’.
How many of us supported
Justin Gatlin against Bolt in the
world champion ships? Very few.
Perhaps if he had won, the sport
would have been stirred up
sufficiently to do something

effective.�As a rela tive newcomer
to bridge, I wonder if anyone has
ever won the Bermuda Bowl by
cheating. Hence my question is:
‘What is the EBU going to do to
ensure that cheat ing is eradicated
from the game?’�
In the October magazine
Jeremy Dhondy expressed the
view that cheats should be
banned for life. Hopefully it is
not only down here in Dorset
that we would like to see true
‘sportsmanship’ return.� �

Alastair Cowley by email

Jeremy Dhondy replies: The current
crop of cheating cases have been
brought into the public light by a
whistleblower. The authorities have
failed to act and therefore it was
easy to understand frustration on
the part of some players even if some
of the way it was done was melo -
dramatic. The EBL are now showing
signs of doing some serious and
overdue investigation. A two-year
sentence even after an admis sion
would be woefully inadequate for
such a breach of basic trust.
The EBU will communicate with

the EBL and WBF about action,
sentencing and procedure. It will do
this not by posting on Bridgewinners
or Facebook but by writing and
speaking to the organisations. The
EBU recently received some WBF
sentencing guidelines aimed at
consistency. I thought that in several
areas they were lamentably weak and
have written to say so and what the
EBU believes the WBF should do. If,
sadly, we have any cases in England,
then we will deal with them with
rigour. None of us want our game to
be polluted in that way. r

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

Send your letters to the editor,
Lou Hobhouse, Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, Somerset TA10 0DD,

or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk (please include your postal address)
The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.



Table-top bidding boxes 
ONLY £22 per set of 4 

(cards included)
available in red or green

EBU SHOP OFFERS

( 01296 397851 / 317200   E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk
or shop online at www.ebu.co.uk/shop

Prices do not include p&p, but include VAT. No further discounts. Offers end 4th January 2016 while stocks last.

Chicago scorecards SAVE 20%
Now ONLY £3.99 per 100

NEW! Chicago scorec
ard holders ava

ilable in

Red or Blue – £
2.99 each

Cardholders (curved)
ONLY £8 each
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1. E/W Game. Dealer North . does that mean? His hand either contains good hearts or is
balanced and too strong to rebid 2NT (only 20-21 in their
methods). Sunit Chokshi relays with 2´ to discover the type
and 2NT shows the balanced option. (Playing Acol, you can
use Kokish to show 25+ points balanced. This is better than
rebidding 3NT, which loses the three-level fit-finding se-
quences).

East shows a heart suit with a transfer bid of 3t and then
rebids 6t to give partner a choice of slam. With his treasure-
chest of controls, Anklesaria ventures 7t. Declarer wins the
´Q lead, cashes the tA (the tJ falling from North) and plays
the two top hearts. A heart ruff with the high t8 finds a 3-3
break and the grand is made.  

At the other table Rajeshwar Tewari (North) opens 3® on
´765 ™Q85 tJ ®K97654. West bids 3NT after two passes
and that ends the bidding for a swing of 16 IMPs.

n Awards: 6NT (10), 6t (9), 7t (8), games (4).

2.N/S Game. Dealer North.

  ´  K J 9 5 4                             ´  Q 10 7 3
  ™ K 9                                     ™ A Q J 10 8
  t A 10 6 2                             t 5
  ® Q 9                                    ® A 8 3

N
W    E

S

long major and the popular action is to overcall. 
The next point of interest is West’s response. It does not

matter much whether you play a change of suit as forcing or
merely constructive. What does matter is that you and your
partner play it the same way! The Norwegians treat it as forc-
ing (much the best idea at the one-level, anyway). Espen
Lindqvist held good minor-suit controls and the prospect of
a flood of tricks from the major suits; he was happy to bid
4´.

Brogeland, well known for his fearless bidding, could now
sense a slam. Bidding 4NT would be wrong. He wanted to
suggest a slam but not insist on one whenever only one key-
card is missing. Apart from that, he had no control in the
club suit. His cue-bid of 5t was the perfect solution: ‘I am
interested in a slam; I have a diamond control; I have no club
control. Over to you!’ Lindqvist leapt to 6´, easily made
when Rosenberg held ´ A86  ™ ─ t QJ9743  ® KJ64 and
could not make a damaging club lead.

n Awards: 6´ (10), 4´/4™ (6), part-scores (2), 6™ (1).  

Beat Today’s Experts
by David Bird

Answers to Problems on Page 33

Bidding QuizBidding Quiz

click

link

  ´  A 9 3                              ´  K 2
  ™ A 7                                 ™ K 9 6 3 2
  t A K 8                              t Q 10 9 4 3 2
  ® A Q J 10 3                      ® Void

N
W    E

S

WE start at the final of the 2015 Tolani Gold
Teams in Bangalore, with Dhampur Sugar
Mills facing The Formidables. Keyzad Ankle-
saria opens 2® and rebids a Kokish 2™. What

This deal from the 2014 Reisinger 2nd final
in Providence, Rhode Island, has several
instructive points. Firstly, what action do
you take on those East cards when North
opens 1t?

Not so long ago, most players would begin
with a take-out double. Nowadays they are
concerned about missing a 5-3 fit in their

West         North        East           South
Keyzad        Venky          Sunit           Sumit M
                 Pass           Pass           Pass
2®             Pass           2t             Pass
2™             Pass           2´             Pass
2NT           Pass           3t             Pass
3™             Pass           6t             Pass
7t

West         North        East           South
Brogeland   Rosenberg   Lindqvist     Willenken
                 1t             1™             Pass
1´             Pass           4´             Pass
5t             Pass           6´
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We move to the USA2 senior trials final, with Street facing
Simson. East-West play a strong club system, with opening
bids of 1t/1™/1´/2® showing 10-15 points. Eddie Wold
duly opens 1t on the West cards. Hearts are agreed and 4´
(one bid above four of the agreed suit) is Kickback Black-
wood. 5t, the third step, shows two key-cards. 5´ asks for
kings and 6™ denies any. 

South led a spade and declarer was able to set up a club
discard by leading towards the tQ. Suppose South leads the
®3 instead. North has to play the ®10, won with the ace. De-
clarer can subsequently run the ®9 to the king and then ruff
out South’s ®Q, establishing a discard on the ®J. If you swap
the ®9 and the ®7, a club lead would beat the slam. At the
other table 'East-West had a misunderstanding and ended in
6NT, and that slam could not be made.

Suppose West passes and the bidding starts 1™ – 3™, or
1™ – 3´ (splinter). East then has every chance of pressing to
a small slam.

n Awards: 6™ (10), games (7), 6NT (3).    

4. E/W Game. Dealer North. of 102 teams in the round-robin stage (having been 1st at
one stage), before losing in the quarter-finals. This deal
comes from a round-robin match against Erichsen.

With no middle cards and 11 HCP in the short hearts and
clubs, Paske downgrades his hand to 1t instead of 2NT. Over
South’s weak jump overcall Shah’s 2´ promises at least five
spades. Paske shows his strength with a bid in the opponent’s
suit and then cue-bids his club control. What should Shah
say next?

With no diamond control and a hand that is close to min-
imum in terms of strength (for his 2´ bid), Shah quite rightly
signs off in 4´ rather than cue-bidding 5®. Paske persists
with RKCB and the slam is reached. 

‘The slam is not that brilliant,’ you may think, ‘you have
an ace missing and will have to guess the trumps.’ Yes, but
South’s perhaps unwise weak jump overcall tells you that
North has 12 non-hearts while South has only 7 non-hearts.
Shah duly won the heart lead, crossed to the ´K and ran the
´J successfully. It had become a good slam to bid because of
South’s overcall. 13 IMPs were gained when East-West
stopped in 4´+1 at the other table.   

n Awards: 6´ (10), games (7), 6NT (2).    

3.N/S Game. Dealer West.

´ J 10 5 2
™ 4
t J 9 4 2
® K 10 7 4

´ 8 ´ A K Q 3
™ A K 5 2 ™ Q J 9 7 3
t Q 7 6 5 t A 3
® J 8 5 2 ® A 9

´ 9 7 6 4
™ 10 8 6
t K 10 8
® Q 6 3

N
W    E

S

West         North        East           South
Wold           Tolliver        Passell         Zwerling
1t             Pass           1™             Pass
2™             Pass           4´             Pass
5t             Pass           5´             Pass
6™

´ Q 5 2
™ 8
t A 9 6 3
® J 9 6 4 3

´ K J 10 6 3 ´ A 8 7 4
™ 10 5 2 ™ A K J
t Q 5 t K J 8 2
® A 8 5 ® K 7

´ 9
™ Q 9 7 6 4 3
t 10 7 4
® Q 10 2

N
W    E

S

West         North        East           South
Shah          Skjetne       Paske         Erichsen       
        Pass           1t             2™
2´             Pass           3™             Pass
3´             Pass           4®             Pass
4´             Pass           4NT           Pass
5™             Pass           6´

Shivam Shah and Tom Paske were part of the
10cc team, which performed strongly in the
European Open Teams. They finished 5th out

ChECK out three excellent ‘Master Solver’ videos filmed in Chennai by David Bakhshi
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=sMDE83om9dQ), Simon Cope (www.youtube.com/watch?v=
18Af_y6Ohz0) and David Gold (www.youtube.com/watch?v=-a-zs2SEWnE).
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  ´  K 6 4 3                           ´  J 10 5
  ™ A K Q J 2                        ™ Void
  t 5 3 2                             t A K Q 6
  ® 4                                    ® A K 10 9 8 3

5.N/S Game. Dealer East.

N
W    E

S

West’s 2NT was forcing to game but was it the right bid?
It seems to me that Andrew Rosenthal would do better to

rebid his splendid hearts. 2™ would be forcing and he could
bid no-trumps later. When Aaron Silverstein rebid his clubs,
West thought he was too good for 3NT. He bid a natural
4NT, which East should have passed. He leapt to 6® and West
corrected to 6NT, ending a sorry auction to an awful con-
tract. Nick Sandqvist led the t9 from ´AQ982  ™87  t97
®J752 (his counterpart had overcalled 1´, helping East-West
to stay low). To make the contract, declarer needed South to
hold the ´A (so he could reach his heart tricks), hearts to
break 4-4 and diamonds to break 3-3. In his dreams! The
contract went three down for a loss of 11 IMPs against the
+400 picked up by Thomas Charlsen and Thor Erik Hof-
taniska at the other table. 

(4NT can be made by endplaying South in diamonds to
give West four heart tricks. 4™ also makes, despite the 6-2
trump break!)    

n Awards: 3NT (10), 4NT/4™ (7), 5® (5), small slams (2).           

  ´  A                                    ´  K Q 10 8 5 4
  ™ J 3                                  ™ 10 9 8
  t J 10 7 4                         t A
  ® A K Q 10 5 4                  ® J 7 3

6. E/W Game. Dealer East.

N
W    E

S

We will end with a glimpse of the world’s pre-
viously top-ranked pair, Claudio Nunes and
Fulvio Fantoni. Sadly it may prove to be a
final glimpse after the recent cheating scan-
dals involving pairs from four European
Bermuda Bowl teams. Monaco face Noralia in
the European Open round-of-16. In the Fan-
tunes system, 1´ would show 14+ points and
be forcing. 2´ shows 11-13 and at least five
spades. They switch the 3™ and 3® res ponses,
so Nunes’ 3™ shows clubs. When Fantoni
supports that suit Nunes cue-bids 4´, deny-
ing any red-suit control. Fantoni might have
passed with his good spades opposite the ´A,

but he judges to bid 5®, the best contract. Twelve tricks are
made on the tK lead.

At the other table a bidding misunderstanding carries
East-West to 5´, going one down after Geir Helgemo and
Tor Helness played three rounds of hearts. Note that this de-
fence puts 4´ at risk when a defender holds ´J-9-x-x.

n Awards: 5® (10), 4´ (7), 3NT (5), 5´ (3), slams (1).

´ ™ t ®

Our experts are back on track with an excellent 50/60 score.
Sorry if you found it hard to match them.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Bidding Tips
•  Clarify with your partner which sequences are forcing

after a one-level response and a reverse by opener. 

•  A good method, known as ‘Blackout’, uses the cheaper
of 2NT and the fourth-suit to show a weak hand. A
rebid of responder’s suit is forcing for one round. All
other rebids by responder are game-forcing.  

•  Consider using the Kokish 2™ rebid after 2® – 2t, to
avoid the space-consuming 3NT rebid.                     r

West         North        East           South
Rosenthal    Sandqvist    Silverstein    Townsend
                                  1®             Pass
1™             Pass           2t             Pass
2NT           Pass           3®             Pass
4NT           Pass           6®             Pass
6NT

De Botton (the second England team that
would reach the European Openopen  teams
knock-out stage) face Rosenthal. East’s reverse
to 2t is forcing for one round. Many partner-
ships now use one bid for responder (here 2´,
the fourth suit) to announce all weak hands.

West                      East
Nunes                      Fantoni
                              2´
3™                           4®
4´                           5®

The Great Northern Swiss Pairs was won by Kieran Dyke (London) and Michael Byrne (Manchester).



PROBLEM 1 this month came from Alan Jones of
Manchester and Problem 3 from multiple world
and European champion John Holland. My thanks
to both of them.

West North East South
2NT

Pass 3®1 Pass 3´2

Pass 3NT All Pass
1 Stayman; 2 Four or five spades, denies four hearts.

Choose from: (a) ´J; (b) ´5; (c) ™2; (d) ®3.

We know quite a lot from the auction. South has
four spades and North we assume has four hearts
(else why Stayman?). That should help our lead.

(a) ´J:  3  marks. This leads round into declarer’s
suit which is at least as long as ours. I cannot see
why this should be right and is very likely to just
carve up tricks. This could be disastrous if partner
has, say, ´K-x-x and puts the king on (as he should)
and a low spade will be disastrous if declarer has,
say, ´A-K-Q-9.
(b) ´ 5: 3 marks. See above analysis.

   

 Hand 1
 ´   J 10 7 5
 ™   Q 7 5 2
 t   5
 ®   A 8 7 3

(c) ™2: 5 marks. Better, I think, in that at least you
are leading through dummy’s suit. Still you will
need good cards from partner, particularly with
these terrible spot cards, to get the suit going, so it is
odds-against being correct in my view. 
(d) ®3: 10 marks. The standout lead in my view.
This combines aggression and is unlikely to give
much away – something that cannot be said for a
lead in any other suit! At the table it was a real
winner as dummy had the stiff ®10 and partner had
®K-J-9-x-x, so you could just cash the suit out. On
any other lead declarer had nine top tricks

HHHHHH

West North East South
1´ Pass 2™

Pass 3™ Pass 3´1

Pass 4™ All Pass
1 Support (not a cue-bid).

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) tA; (c) ®A; (d) ®2. 

(a) A spade: 10 marks. Thank you the opposition!
The opposition bidding has told you that partner is

   

 Hand 2
 ´   8 7 5 3 2
 ™   5
 t   A 5 3 2
 ®   A 4 2
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Answers to October Problems
by Alan Mould

Prize Leads Quiz AnswersPrize Leads Quiz Answers

click
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master:   Geoff Foster,                               Open:    Bomi Kavarana,

               Cheltenham,                                                Tadworth,

               Glos.                                                             Surrey

                                                                     
Sponsored by



almost guaranteed to be void in spades. So lead a
spade, watch partner ruff and cross to one of your
aces, give partner another ruff (carefully telling
partner which suit to lead), get in with your other
ace and give partner a third ruff for two off. What
could be better?
(b) tA: 5 marks. If partner does not have a void
spade then you had better try and cash what you can
in the minors before declarer takes at least ten tricks
in the majors, so cashing an ace is a decent shot. But
way inferior to a spade in my view.
(c) ®A: 5 marks. For the reasons given above. 
(d) ®2: 5 marks. I’d rather like this lead if I wasn’t
going to lead a spade. Dummy has more strength
than declarer probably, so the king may well be on
the table. Still, it will need the right combination of
cards – dummy with at least two clubs and declarer
having the king on dummy and the jack somewhere
in the hand. Plus partner will need to be awake
enough to put up the queen when declarer plays
low! Maybe we can combine chances by leading the
tA and then playing a low club if it looks right?

HHHHHH

West North East South
2®1

Pass 2t2 Pass 2´
Pass 3t Pass 3´
Pass 4´ Pass 6´
All Pass

1 Acol-style, 23+ balanced or any game force; 2 Negative.

A somewhat surprising auction: you have a 12 count
and South bids a slam basically on his own. Choose
your lead from: (a) ´A; (b) ´2; (c) ™Q; (d) tK.

As stated when these problems were published it is
not often you have a 12 count and your RHO bids a
slam pretty much on his own. Clearly South thinks
he has twelve tricks. What then is the best lead?
(a) ´A: 10 marks. The stand-out lead in my view.
Declarer thinks he has twelve tricks. Either he does
– in which case it doesn’t matter – or he needs to
ruff something, so let’s get rid of dummy’s trumps.
Unless declarer is nuts, your red honours are waste
paper. Might you not drop partner’s singleton king

   

 Hand 3
 ´   A 2
 ™   Q J 7 5
 t   K Q 10 2
 ®   9 4 3
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of spades I hear you ask? Well maybe, but if you do
don’t worry – you will beat wild men like this
anyway! 
(b) ´2: 6 marks. Better than any other suit but much
inferior to the spade ace for the reasons given above.
(c) ™Q: 1 mark. It is hard to construct a hand where
this lead is necessary. Basically declarer needs
something like ™A-x and can build a discard
somewhere.
(d) tK: 3 marks. It is just possible that you need to
lead a diamond to break up a squeeze – but you can
do that after the ´A anyway.
At the table declarer held:
´KQJ10xx ™AK t— ®AKJxx and dummy:
´x ™10xxx tJxxxxx ®xx, so any trump beats it

and anything else lets it through. r

20 March 2016

PORTLAND PAIRS
A two-session Mixed Pairs event held at
various venues. The event will be match-
pointed over the entire field via the inter-
net. The starting times at all venues will be
12 noon and two sessions of 24 boards will
be played with a break in between.

ENGLISH VENUES:
Billericay First Class Bridge Academy
Bournemouth Christchurch BC
Bristol Bristol BC
Bury St. Edmunds Great Barton Village Hall
Darlington St. George's Bridge Centre
Exeter ISCA Centre
Lancashire Brierfield BC
Lincolnshire Stamford BC
London Young Chelsea BC
Oxfordshire venue tbc
Richmond Richmond BC
Sheffield Sheffield BC
Solihull West Midlands BC
Tunbridge Wells Tunbridge Wells BC
Welwyn Garden City Welwyn Garden City BC

Entries to the EBU, either online at
www.ebu.co.uk/members
or to the Comps Dept 
email comps@ebu.co.uk
or ( 01296 317203/219 

WELSH VENUE: Colwyn Bay Cricket Club –
contact Mrs Sheila Shea, email:

sheila.shea@talktalk.net

Green-

pointed



IT is quite incredible how often I hear at the end of
a hand one defender exclaim: ‘But I asked you for a
heart switch, partner!’ and the partner looking
surprised, confused or even, on occasion, bewil -
dered. The key to eradicating such occurrences is to
have some solid agreements as to which takes
precedence out of attitude, count and suit preference.

Attitude 

Generally, when partner leads an honour card, the
signal given should be attitude (or reverse attitude if
that is your partnership arrangement).

The next card played in the suit should then be
distributional (count). Let’s look at two examples:

a) 5-4-3-2: if partner leads an honour, you should
firstly discourage by playing the two, then the
next card to be played is ‘present’ or ‘current’
count – i.e. count on the remaining cards in the
suit. Since you have an odd number remaining,
you should play the lowest, i.e. the three, to
signify an odd number remaining.

b) 4-3-2: again, if partner leads an honour you
should discourage with the two. Then with two
cards remaining, you give count by petering, i.e.
playing the higher of the remain ing two cards.

Count

When following suit to a trick started by declarer or
dummy, it is normal to give a distributional or
count signal. The next card to be played will then be
suit preference. Using our two examples:

a) 5-4-3-2: give count initially by playing the four
(always peter with your second highest card if
possible). Partner can often then resolve the
difference between two cards or four (or six
occasionally) in a suit. 
Your next card will then be suit preference. The
two would be for the lower-ranking suit and
the five would be for the higher-ranking suit.

b) 4-3-2: give count by playing the two (lowest
from an odd number,) then play either the
three or the four as a suit preference signal
depending on your side-suit holdings.

Suit Preference Ethos

It is important to discuss a point of ethos at this
stage. I do not recommend the use of SP signals to
‘scream’ at partner what to play. I much prefer that
the signal suggests where your main side-values lie –
for partner to judge thereafter how to defend. This
is a much more efficient way to play and resolves all
the ‘screaming’ at the end of hands!

Signalling rules

So, to recap: notwithstanding any specific partnership
arrange ments, I recommend this order of precedence:

1. Give attitude,  next card count;
2. Give count,  next card suit preference (SP);
3. Give SP immediately.

Suit Preference with Honour Cards
Rather than Spot Cards

There is quite a lot of scope here:

´ 9 7 5
™ J 8 6 4
t K Q 8 7
® K 2

´ 4 ´ A K 3 2
™ Q 9 3 ™ 7 5
t J 10 6 5 2 t A 9 4
® Q 10 7 5 ® J 8 4 3

´ Q J 10 8 6
™ A K 10 2
t 3
® A 9 6
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by Neil Rosen
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North South
1´

1NT 2™
3™ Pass

A dubious Acol auction arrives in 3™ (incidentally I
prefer 1´ – 2´ – all pass).

If West leads his singleton spade (an obvious
singleton after South has opened 1´), East will cash
two spades then give a spade ruff. Should West then
switch to the wrong minor suit now the contract
will succeed. Switching to the correct minor (a
diamond) will allow East to win and play a deadly
fourth round of spades – this will promote the ™Q
with West for the setting trick.

The problem here is that East has the spade
holding of A-K-3-2, so on playing two top spades
then attempting to give a SP signal the three is the
correct card to signify a diamond – but West might
misconstrue! What should happen therefore is that
East can anticipate this and should actually win the
first trick with an ‘unnatural’ ace (the normal play
being the king, the lower of two touching honours),
then cash the king at trick two before playing the
three for a ruff. This ‘unnatural’ spade play should
be used as an SP signal.

Clearly for this to have meaning you have to
understand that the ‘normal’ play is the king, then
the ace when following suit, so this deviation should
be interpreted as an SP message rather than just a
careless mistake!

Remember when signalling: high-low always con -
veys a meaning, whereas low-high is either SP or
neutral, as we saw in the last article.

Suit Preference

When do you dispense with an attitude or count
signal and move straight to SP? This is of course
where so many people get confused.

a) If dummy has a ‘dead suit for the defence’, e.g.
A-K-Q in no-trumps or A-K doubleton in a
trump contract, then there is very little need
for either a count or attitude signal in that suit
– so a SP signal should be given.

b) If dummy has a singleton in the suit led
(applicable in trump contracts only).

c) When signalling in the trump suit.

I will look at these three scenarios in my final article
on Suit Preference Signals next time. r
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CLUB PLAYER’S
BIDDING QUIZ

ON each of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at Pairs, Love All?

Julian Pottage gives his answers on
page 50.

W N E S          
1´ 2™ 3t Pass
?

W N E S          
1´ 2™

?

W N E S
1t Pass 1´ Pass
?

W N E S          
1t Pass 1™ Pass
?

W N E S          
2´*      

?
* Weak

W N E S          
1NT

?

Hand 1
´ K J 5 4 3
™ A 10 8
t J 5
® K 10 8

Hand 2
´ K 8 7
™ J 7 5 2
t A 8 6
® 6 5 3

Hand 3
´ A 7 6 4
™ A Q
t A 10 5 4 3 2
® 5

Hand 4
´ A J 8 3
™ 10
t A Q J 6 2
® A K 10

Hand 5
´ A 10 2
™ K J 10
t A 9 5
® A 10 7 3

Hand 6
´ K 10 9 8
™ J 10 7 3 2
t K Q 10 5
® Void
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY 

OAKINGHAM Bridge Club, originally set up in
Wokingham, Berkshire, recently celebrated its 30th
birthday. The club now meets twice a week at
Pinewood Hall, Crowthorne, at 13.15pm, and has a
membership of around 120 players. Further info at
www.bridgewebs.com/oakingham/ (Jean Davies)

DIAMOND
ANNIVERSARY

LOUGHBOROUGH Bridge Club, Leicestershire,
traditionally holds an annual party but this year was
special as the club marked its 60th anni versary. In
addition to assorted savouries supplied by the
members, there was a splendid celebration cake and
time for sixty players to tackle twenty boards.

The Chairman paid tribute to the dedi cation of
many preceding Committee members who had made
the club such an enduring success. In particular the
party paid tribute to Hugh Cairns, Bob McCulloch
and Geoff Shaw, all of whom had recently stood
down from the Com mittee after very many years of
unstinting con tributions. (Sheila Stockdale)

ENGLISH WINNERS
THE International Bridge Press Association have
announced the winners of their annual awards, with
a prize going to an English combination. The Junior
Deal of the Year was awarded to a deal played by
Under-20s Freddie Illingworth and Ben Norton at
the 15th International Championship of the Czech
Republic of School and Junior Teams, and
written up by Michael Byrne. Other English
players and journal ists were in cluded in the
nomina tions. The winning report and other
nominees can be seen at http://tinyurl.com/p6hegk7

Around & AboutAround & About

Some of Oakingham BC’s early members
help celebrate the club’s 30th anniversary.

Sheila Stockdale, current Chairman,
with Geoff Shaw, immediate past Chairman.

click

link

LICENSED BRIDGE
When you see the ‘LB’ sign in an
ad vert  isement in the magazine, it
means that:

• The organisers of the holiday have applied for,
and received, a licence from the EBU.

• They may choose to give master points in
accordance with EBU scales.

• These master points will be accepted and added
to player records.

• The bridge will be played in line with EBU
regulations and bye laws, thus affording all players
the protection of playing within the jurisdiction of
the EBU.

All County events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Any events licensed by another National
Bridge Organisation will not be able to have master
points credited to members’ records save
for Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland
with whom the EBU have a reciprocal
agreement.
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THE WAY FORWARD 
THERE are lots of bridge clubs in Norfolk, but not
many places where to learn how to play, which is
why Bawburgh Bridge Club is now offering
beginner lessons taught by Bridget Shreeve.

Improver classes, taught by Mervyn Scutter, are
already available for those who want to improve
their play with, perhaps, the aim of joining a club,
and now Freda Richards is running Early Bridge
sessions for those who want relaxed supervised play
with no formal teaching. This could include those
graduating from the Improver classes or players
returning to the game after a number of years. 
Rod Grundy, Chairman of Bawburgh Bridge

Club, commented that the club is well known for
providing a friendly and sociable atmosphere. It
meets twice a week in the afternoon in Bawburgh
Village Hall for duplicate pairs sessions which can
include seasonal all-day sessions. Bawburgh has a
high membership; there’s no pressure for those
attending classes to join the club. 
Technology is used to help the games run

smoothly and to provide infor mation. Electronic
scoring with Bridgemate terminals provides scores
and ranking throughout the session. For those who
want to look in depth at how they played, Pianola is
provided as a comprehensive tool to assist
performance analysis. But no computer skills are
needed by players, just an ability to play bridge. 
For further information visit www.

bawburghbridge.club or phone Rod Grundy on
01493 751249. (Sheila Merriman)

FUN EVENT
IN the summer Hitchin Bridge Club held a fun Café
Bridge competition as part of the Hitchin Festival. 
Seventy players from all over Hertfordshire and

Bedfordshire (plus two visitors from Hawaii) played
bridge at eight restaurant venues in Sun Street,
Hitchin. Boards stayed still, East-West moved
clockwise round the street from restaurant to
restaurant and North-South anticlockwise. Half-
way through play stopped for lunch with players
eating in whichever restaurant they were then
located. The event attracted some non-EBU
members. All players convened for results, prize
giving and a welcome drink at the end of play in the
courtyard of the Sun Hotel (Bridge HQ).  

The profit of £300 was donated to the Hitchin
Town Centre Initiative. The event received news -
paper coverage, which is good for the club and
bridge, and it could become an annual event.

(Margaret Eddleston)

Around & AboutAround & About

Bawburgh’s Improver class.

Hitchin’s Sun Street comes alive for bridge.



I AM indebted to Marty Bergen for my first deal.

Game All. Dealer West.
´ K J 10 9 4
™ J 10 9 8
t Q
® K J 6

´ 7 ´ A 8 6 3
™ A 3 2 ™ K 7 6 5
t 8 7 4 2 t 10 3
® A 9 7 3 2 ® 10 5 4

´ Q 5 2
™ Q 4
t A K J 9 6 5
® Q 8

West North East South
Pass Pass Pass 1NT*
Pass 2® Pass 2t
Pass 3NT All Pass

*15-17 (I am reliably informed)

West led the two of hearts, a rather strange choice,
against South’s 3NT contract. East ducked and
dummy’s eight of hearts held the first trick. Declarer
played the jack of spades from dummy, followed by
the spade ten  and the spade four. East won the third
round with the ace and the defence took the next
two tricks with the ace of hearts and king of hearts.
East switched to the ten of diamonds, taken in
dummy with the queen. Declarer played the six of
clubs to his queen; West won and it didn’t really
matter whether he led back a diamond to declarer’s
five winning diamonds, or a club to the five assorted
winners in dummy: ´K-9, ™J, ®K-J. Either way
declarer had his nine tricks. 
Luckily for our story, West played a club at trick

nine. Have you spotted why this deal set a record
that will never be beaten? No? Dummy was a passed
hand and made all nine of his side’s tricks in 3NT.
And who was the dummy whose hand won all nine

tricks? Marty Bergen, now a World Record holder!
The deal reminded me of one from the European

Championships in Ostend in 2010:

N/S Game. Dealer West.
´ Void
™ A J 9 8 3 2
t A K Q 8 3 2
® A

´ Q 10 2 ´ A K J 9
™ Void ™ Q 10 6 5
t J 7 6 4 t Void
® J 9 7 6 5 3 ® K Q 10 8 2

´ 8 7 6 5 4 3
™ K 7 4
t 10 9 5
® 4

Stories about the deal could fill a small book. Across
the eighty-six tables, the field played in nineteen
different contracts with twenty-seven different
results. The contracts were at every level (two
Norths played in 1™ plus five) except the two level.
Sixty-nine pairs bid to a slam, with 6™ doubled, one
down, being the most popular result. Twenty-two of
the forty-three matches recorded a double-digit
swing, and only twelve matches had a flat board. 
The 4-0 breaks in the red suits mean that 6™ and

6t should fail, but Justin Hackett, for the England
Open team, and Nevena Senior, England Women,
both brought home their 6™ contracts. 
The third England result was not quite so

successful; in the Seniors encounter against the
Netherlands North thought he could risk a double
of West’s 6® with his three aces.
The bidding in the Open match between Cyprus

and Switzerland had a surrealistic air to it:

West North East South
Pass 2t Dble Pass
Pass 3t Dble All Pass
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A Pair of Hands
by Simon Cochemé

Bridge with a TwistBridge with a Twist
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The Cypriot North opened 2t, forcing to game, and
he therefore felt obligated to bid again when the
bidding came back round to him, because 2t
doubled isn’t game. When East’s second double was
passed out, he was content. Two overtricks and plus
1070 meant that he was very content. The Swiss East
thought his doubles were for take-out; his partner
had thought the first double showed diamonds and
saw no reason to remove the second one.
Rex Anderson was kind enough to tell me what

happened in the Ireland-Denmark Seniors match,
where he played in 6´ doubled as West. How did he
end up in spades? He saw the bidding start (1™) –
3® (where his partner’s 3® was Ghestem for spades
and diamonds), when actually the bidding had
started (2™) – 3®. The Danish North led the tA
against 6´ and Anderson cross-ruffed in the red
suits to make the first seven tricks. The Danish
South had been counting the trumps and was able
to claim the last six tricks. 
What makes this deal special, and a worthy

companion to our first deal? All thirteen tricks were
won with trumps; another record that can never be
bettered. r
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19 – 21 February 2016

HARROGATE
SPRING CONGRESS

The Old Swan Hotel, Harrogate

Mixed and Open Pairs on Friday
Swiss Pairs on Friday & Saturday 

Swiss Teams on Sunday

Entries / enquiries to Comps Dept
( 01296 317203 or 01296 317219

email comps@ebu.co.uk
or book online at www.ebu.co.uk/members

EBU Accommodation Booking Service
( 0800 0346 246

Blue
points

Green
points

THE winner of our October com pe ti tion, with
the cap tion above, is Jo Heydon, of Rock,
Cornwall, who will re ceive a charming bridge
mug from Bridge and Golf Gifts Direct (see
advert on page 12). Other very good captions
were: We could have saved in five clubs on
Board 3 and Deep finesse goes for only 1400
on Board 6 (Peter Hawkes, Radley, Oxon);
This bridge book is all Greek to me (Dave
Bryan, Upton, Chester); It’s about time we sat
down at the bridge table! (John Stacey, Bury
St Edmunds); I’ve just heard! We’ve been
chosen as substitutes for the D’Orsi trophy!
(John Portwood, by email); Are you sure this
is what is meant by ‘holding up’? (Helen
Smithson, Westerham); and It says “VIII ever,
IX never.” (Rosemary Goodacre, Sevenoaks,
Kent).
This is the last Caption Competition I will

be running, so may I take this opportunity
to say a very big ‘Thank you’ to our
cartoonist, Celia Weber, for giving us hours
of fun. Celia’s achievement is all the more
remark able if you consider that she is not a
card player! Also, sincere thanks to our
sponsors, Bridge and Golf Gifts Direct, for
providing such lovely prizes. (— Elena)

CAPTION 
COMPETITION

Sponsored by Bridge &
Golf Gifts Direct 

Of course the best column is Heather Dhondy’s



SO far in this series I have got away without giving
you lots of percentages. However you do need to
have some idea about how likely certain breaks are
because sometimes you have to choose between
lines of play that depend on breaks. 

Missing 2 cards:
1-1 break = 52%; 2-0 break = 48%.
Missing 3 cards:
2-1 break = 78%; 3-0 break = 22%.
Missing 4 cards:
2-2 break = 40.7%; 3-1 break = 49.7%;
4-0 break = 9.6%.
Missing 5 cards:
3-2 break = 67.8%; 4-1 break = 28.3%;
5-0 break = 3.9%.
Missing 6 cards:
3-3 break = 35.5%; 4-2 break = 48.5%; 
5-1 break = 14.5%; 6-0 break = 1.5%.
Missing 7 cards:
4-3 break = 62.2%; 5-2 break = 30.5%;
6-1 break = 6.8%; 7-0 break = 0.5%. 

A word of warning here. These percentages assume
that the cards have been perfectly shuffled, as would
be the case if a duplimate machine is used. If players
shuffle and deal they rarely shuffle properly and the
good breaks become far more likely. Indeed research
done several years ago suggest that some players
shuffle so badly that at least at one club a 3-3 break
occurred more than 50% of the time. If you are
playing bridge where a 3-3 break is more likely than
a finesse the nature of bridge is fundamentally
altered. I cannot possibly know what happens at
your club; all I can do is write on the assumption
that your boards are duplimated.

HHHHH

It is worth noting at this stage that if you are missing
an odd number of cards in a suit the odds of the
best break are greater than a finesse, whereas if you
are missing an even number of cards the odds of the

best break are worse than a finesse (with the
marginal exception of the 1-1 break when missing
two cards).
On the deal below plan your play in 3NT by

South on the lead of the ´3.
Would your decision be different if you replaced

the t6 in dummy with the ®6?

Game All. Dealer South.
´ A 8
™ 8 7 3 2
t 7 6 5 4
® 7 5 4

´ 9 6
™ A K Q
t A Q 3 2
® A K Q 2

You have eight top tricks. Your ninth trick will have
to come from either the diamond finesse or a 3-3
club break. You would have liked to test the clubs
first, and fall back on the diamond finesse if clubs
broke unfavourably, but the opening lead has
removed your only entry to dummy so if you don’t
take the diamond finesse now you will not have
another chance. So you must decide between the
two options. The diamond finesse is about 50%.
The 3-3 club break is 35.5%. So take the diamond
finesse at trick two.
If you had the ®6 in dummy instead of the t6,

you would be comparing the probability of a 3-2
club break (67.8%) against the 50% diamond
finesse. So now it would be incorrect to take the
diamond finesse.
Sadly life is not always so clearcut. On the next

deal you are in 6´. West leads the ™K, taken by your
™A. When you cash dummy’s ´A, East follows with
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Combining Chances
by Andrew Kambites

Suit CombinationsSuit Combinations
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the ´4 and West with the ´J. You continue with the
´2 and East contributes the ´7. Do you play your
´K or ´10?

Love All. Dealer South.
´ A 3 2
™ 8 7
t A K Q J
® K 4 3 2

´ K 10 9 8 6 5
™ A 10
t 6 3 2
® A 9

Of course this is a restricted choice position. If West
has the ´J singleton, he will have to play it under
your ´A. If West has the ´Q-J doubleton, he will
have a choice between playing the ´Q or ´J. In that
position it normally pays to assume that West had
no choice rather than he had a choice and chose to
use it in a particular way. West is twice as likely to
have the ´J singleton as the ´Q-J doubleton, so that
argument seems to suggest that it is best to finesse
the ´10. However that is only half the story.
The point is that if you finesse your ´10 and it

loses to the ´Q, you are immediately sunk because
West will cash the setting heart trick. If you rise with
the ´K and West shows out, you have another string
to your bow. You can leave East’s master ´Q and
turn your attention to diamonds. If East has to
follow to three diamonds before he can ruff you can
discard your losing heart on dummy’s fourth
diamond.
So finessing the ´10 will work two times out of

three. Rising with the ´K will work on the one time
in three that West has the ´Q-J doubleton, or if East
has three or more diamonds. If you want an easy
and practical way of estimating which line is best try
this.
If you finesse the ´10, you will fail 33% of the

time.
If you rise with the ´K you will still have a

problem 67% of the time, roughly twice as often. If
on half of this 67% East will have to follow to three
rounds of diamonds, then it compensates. A 3-3
dia mond break is approximately 36%. A 4-2 dia -
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mond break is about 48%. Roughly half of that
(24%), East will have four diamonds. 36% + 24% is
already well over 50% and I have not yet even con -
sidered the 5-1 and 6-0 breaks, so it is best to rise
with the ´K. And please don’t write to the editor to
point out inaccuracies in my analysis! I am trying to
be practical. Most bridge players are unlikely to
produce a calculator at the table to work out which
is best.

HHHHH

For the last example you are in 3NT and West leads
the ´K. You have eight top tricks but the spades are
wide open. When you win the ´A, to which suit do
you turn for your ninth trick?

Game All. Dealer South.
´ A 8
™ A K Q 5
t A 6 3 2
® K 8 7

´ 9 2
™ 6 3 2
t K J 4
® A J 5 3 2

The answer is all of them, starting with the plays
which don’t risk you losing the lead. First cash the
™A-K-Q, hoping for a 3-3 break. If that fails, you
should cash the ace and king in one minor suit and
if that doesn’t drop the queen, aim to finesse for the
queen in the other one. You should cash the ace and
king in the suit in which you have more cards,
because the chances of dropping the queen are
higher. So continue with the ®A-K, and if the ®Q is
still out, cross to dummy with the tA (the tQ just
might be singleton) and finesse the tJ. Note that
playing for the drop in clubs is not the percentage
action if you consider the club suit in isolation, but
the combined chances are what matters. r

When you have finished reading
this magazine, please recycle it.
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W N E S           
1´ 2™ 3t Pass
?

3´. Since a new suit at the three
level is forcing, you must do
something despite your min imum

opening. Although you do have a heart stopper, a
3NT rebid would suggest strong values and so be
misleading. Rebidding the spades shows the five-
card suit without promising extra values. 

W N E S           
1´ 2™

?

2´. Had South passed, you would
have responded 1NT with your
balanced hand. This is no longer

an option. The simple raise does not promise more
than three-card support but does tell your partner
that you have enough to bid. 

W N E S           
1t Pass 1´ Pass
?

3´.  Goldilocks might get this
right. The hand has too much
playing strength for a simple raise

to 2´ yet too few high cards for a raise to 4´. The
limit jump raise fits the bill. 

Second choice is a 4® splinter, showing a spade
raise with a club shortage. 

W N E S
1t Pass 1™ Pass
?

2´. With 19 points in high cards
you need to make a strong rebid.
The unbalanced shape suggests a

suit contract, so you should show the spades rather
than rebid 2NT. This jump-shift rebid creates a game
force, leaving time to explore the best contract. 

W N E S           
2´*       

? * Weak

2NT. When the opponents open
a weak two, the balance of
probability is that partner will

have some values. You can thus afford to overcall
2NT on a hand that would have bid only 1NT over
a one-level opening. A take-out double would be
misleading with such a balanced hand.      

W N E S           
1NT

?

2®. The answer depends upon
your methods. Here 2® is Landy,
showing the majors. Since low-

level contracts are easier to play than to defend, you
should come in over 1NT on a shapely hand.
Playing an Astro variant, you might bid 2® (hearts
and another), or 2t (spades and another). r

Hand 1
´ K J 5 4 3
™ A 10 8
t J 5
® K 10 8

Hand 2
´ K 8 7
™ J 7 5 2
t A 8 6
® 6 5 3

Hand 3
´ A 7 6 4
™ A Q
t A 10 5 4 3 2
® 5

Hand 4
´ A J 8 3
™ 10
t A Q J 6 2
® A K 10

Hand 5
´ A 10 2
™ K J 10
t A 9 5
® A 10 7 3

Hand 6
´ K 10 9 8
™ J 10 7 3 2
t K Q 10 5
® Void 

Answers to Questions on Page 43
by Julian Pottage

Club Bidding QuizClub Bidding Quiz
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STOP PRESS: Division 1 of the Premier League has been won by the team of David Mossop, Jason
Hackett, Justin Hackett, Alex Hydes, David Price and Colin Simpson. The winners have earned
selection to represent England in one weekend of the 2016 Camrose Trophy series, and the Euro-
pean Champions’ Cup 2016 if England qualifies. Full report in the next issue.



Where, when, why and how did you learn to play
bridge?
I learnt as a child with my parents on a holiday in
Spain. They still play bridge about four times a week
aged 80 and 94. I was always interested in cards and
thrilled to learn the game before my older brother
and sister. I think I was required to make up a four.
There were many things I didn’t quite understand,
but I kept the words in my head,
and when I really started to play
at university I was able to recall
the teaching and finally under -
stood it.

What’s your favourite thing
about playing bridge? And
teaching bridge?
I think bridge brings out the
true nature of people. There are
those who are always so nice
and polite off the table, but
their true nature comes out in
bridge. I’m very grateful to have
the Best Behaviour at Bridge
policy, but like the fact that people can forget their
social graces as they concentrate on the game.
However, as a teacher I’ve realised it’s not always
true. Some otherwise confident people are nervous.
I really dislike it when someone doesn’t recognise
such discomfort and behaves in a way that won’t
help. 
Bridge is all about the mental challenge –
particularly if you are feeling clear-headed and
really prepared to think it through. I like all puzzles
and generally waste time-off messing around with
bridge problems or newspaper games sections.
Bridge is best because it’s social and a team game.
Teaching is fun as I meet so many people. When I
was just editing it was a lonely existence. I was holed
up in my office at home and never saw anyone. My
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children were very small, my husband was teaching
(English) all day and was talked out, so I really
enjoyed expanding my bridge teaching and doing
the talking! We didn’t want to get babysitters too
often to play club bridge. We probably abandoned
that a bit early – our oldest was only 12 when we
started playing weekly at Langport, and had to look
after her two naughty younger brothers, poor thing.

How, when, why did you start
in the world of editing/
publishing magazines?
I joined the Financial Times
after university in 1985 and
became the launch editor of one
of its newsletters, called Asian
Infrastructure, in the mid-1990s.
Pearson sold off all their non-
newspaper activities soon after
and I bought the publication
and edited it until 2008. My
main fear was having it appear
on ‘Have I Got News for You’ as
the guest publication. Could I

be in for more sleepless nights now?

What are you looking forward to most about
editing English Bridge?
Covering a subject about which I’m passionate, and
hobnobbing with the illustrious writers.

If you could get anyone in history – whether an
elite player or not – to write a piece for English
Bridge, who would it be and why?
I am a huge fan of Ron Klinger, but I think it would
have to be Victor Mollo in a frivolous mood. He was
so brilliant at writing for average players like me,
and rather handsome. Obviously I couldn’t com -
mission anything without a long dinner for two
first. r

The New Editor
We welcome Lou Hobhouse, English Bridge’s next editor. Lou is based in Somerset where she has been
teaching bridge for over eight years. Before that, she worked for the Financial Times and as an independent
editor.  She plays regularly at Langport Bridge Club and occasionally at Yeovil, Taunton and Wells. 

People in BridgePeople in Bridge Interview by Peter Stockdale
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EBED has just completed a series of teacher training
courses using Bridge for All teaching materials.
Over one hundred delegates have joined the ranks
of accredited bridge teachers through our courses at
Radlett, Wearside, Manchester (Trafford), Norwich
(Bawburgh), Leicester, Aylesbury and Bristol.
Tremendous enthusiasm from all and a big thanks
to the course tutors and their assistants. Isn’t it time
that your club planned for the future and started the
wheels in motion for a group of club teachers to
bring new players into your club? Don’t forget the
EBU allows each club one free delegate place on a
course every two years. See www.ebedcio.org.uk/
club-teacher-training

What Did EBUTA Ever Do for Us?

EBUTA, the national organisation
for the promotion of bridge
teaching, offers a range of benefits
for those interested in teaching
bridge. Most importantly, EBUTA’s
qualification process allows bridge
teachers to attain both ‘Full’ and
the coveted ‘Professional’ status,
the blue riband of bridge teaching
excellence. You don’t need to be
using Bridge for All methods, but
you will need to show that you
meet approved standards of competence and
knowledge. We always recommend prospective
learners to those who have achieved these levels of
qualification, which will help you stand out from
the crowd of non-qualified teachers. Further details
at www.ebedcio.org.uk/ebuta

A Major New Initiative with VuBridge

EBED has reached an agreement with VuBridge
(www.vubridge.com) which brings a major new
benefit to EBUTA bridge teachers and their
students. EBUTA members will receive free
membership for V-Blue, the three-year online
teach ing system. As well as membership, teachers

will get access to the entire stock of V-Blue
handbanks, some one thousand five hundred deals
with commentaries on play, grouped by theme. Build
the deals into your lessons, and your students can go
home and practice by joining V-Blue at a specially
discounted rate. There is also a special rate for
juniors. VuBridge is web-based so works on any
hardware platform which supports internet
browsing. It looks par ticularly great on iPads and
other tablets. More details are available at
www.vubridge.fr/FR/EBU-online-shop.php for the
special discounted rates for students and from the
EBUTA Teachers’ Zone for Teachers.

Market Your Teaching – ‘Outstanding –
Lots of Information and Lots of Fun Too’

We have trialled our exciting and
hands-on new ‘Market your
Teaching’ one-day course at Ayles -
bury in October. This course,
designed by Titch Glenday, known
to many of you as an outstanding
professional bridge teacher and
(former) bridge school owner, is
designed to help you attract and
retain students profitably. Using
examples of best demonstrated
practice from around the country,

the course infuses students with a ‘can-do’ attitude,
and loads of tricks and tips plus extensive documen -
tation so you can put this into practice. Ideal for
those who are ready to teach in the commercial
world, and for anyone serious about getting a club
really motoring. See our website for further infor -
mation on courses coming to a venue near you! r

EBED NEWS
EBUTA Reloaded

by Simon Barb
click

link



THE annual Junior Teach-in is an activity-packed
weekend, organised by the charity English Bridge
Education and Development, and held over the last
weekend of August at Loughborough University. It
is always a popular event with younger bridge
players, and this year was no exception – it was
attended by seventy Juniors and over thirty
accompanying adults. The weekend is of course
focused around bridge, with plenty of teaching
sessions and competitions for all ages and abilities.
However, it also includes plenty of time away from
the table, where attendees can take part in activities
ranging from swimming to quizzes, or compete in
arguably the most prestigious event of the whole
weekend – the traditional rounders match!
Alongside the usual groups, this year saw the

introduction of the ‘Learn Bridge in a Weekend’
group which aimed to take Juniors from novice to
player in just three days. There was also a group for
the accompanying adults, who were generally not
quite so keen on the rounders! Over the course of
the weekend there was no lack of opportunity for
the children to try and beat their parents in the
bridge, with two main competitions being played in
which all groups were combined. The following
hand is taken from the first of these, the Swiss teams
event:

N/S Game. Dealer North. Teams.
´ Q J 7
™ K 7 3
t A Q 8 7 2
® A J

´ A 9 5 3 2 ´ K 8 4
™ J 10 9 4 ™ A 6 5
t J 9 3 t K 10 6 4
® Q ® 10 5 4

´ 10 6
™ Q 8 2
t 5
® K 9 8 7 6 3 2
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West North East South
Richards Selby

1t Pass 1NT
Pass 2NT Pass 3®
Pass 3NT All Pass

West was Jonny Richards and East was Oscar Selby,
a member of the U16 team who had come fourth in
the Junior European Championships in July. Jonny
was on lead and chose to play the ´3 with declarer
playing the ´7. Oscar, realising he needed to keep
communication with partner’s hand, played the ´8
and declarer won with the ten. Declarer now turned
his attention to the club suit, playing a small club
towards dummy. When the ®Q appeared, declarer
won, then cashed the ®J finding out the break. The
contract was doomed to fail as de clarer had no
quick entry back to hand. When South played a
heart, Oscar rose with the ™A, cashed the ´K and
played a spade to his partner for one down.
In the other room, Helen Holmes was declarer as

North. The defence proceeded with a spade lead to
the ace, a spade return to the king and a final spade
won in hand with the queen. Helen now cashed the
ace and jack of clubs, finding out the bad news. She
turned to the heart suit as a means to enjoy the club
suit. East rose with the ™A but had no more spades
to play. A futile heart return resulted in ten tricks
and a valuable 12 IMPs for the Junior side.
The second competition

was a match-pointed pairs
event. Oscar continued his
fine form and, with Harry
Madden, scored an im -
pressive 66.78%, so they
were the top Junior pair.
This made them the win -
ners of the GW Arnott
Davison Trophy – a great
end to a fantastic weekend
enjoyed by all who at tend ed
(despite the question able
rounders umpiring)!      r
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2015 Junior Teach-in
by Kyle Lam

The Junior PageThe Junior Page

click

link

Oscar Selby (left)
and Harry Madden



Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk

RITA and Brian Keable, Mike Webley and Ernest
Schlesinger were 2nd in the Essex/Herts Swiss
Teams in September. Ron Davis won the Swiss
Pairs at the West of England Congress in Weston
Super Mare in October partnering Miles

Cowling. 
Angela and Richard Chester were 15th nationally in the

EBU Autumn Sim Pairs playing at Wardown. At the Guernsey
Congress Maris Sheppard – Alan Cooke were 4th in the
Seniors’ Pairs, while Brian and Maureen Stairs were 3rd in the
Mixed Pairs. They teamed up together to come 4th in the Pivot
Teams.

Diary dates: Thurs, Dec 10, Seniors’ Teams, 1pm, Wilstead.

Berks and Bucks
www.berks-and-bucks-cba.co.uk

AT the Autumn Congress Nigel Marlow – Steve
Gore were 5th in the Satellite Pairs Final; Peter
and Dee Lindon, Derek and Celia Oram were 5th
in the Eastbourne Bowl, and Matthew and
Heather Tan, Brian Geary and David Patterson

were 4th in the Burlington Cup. 
Congratulations also to Sally Brock and Nicola Smith who

represented England and won bronze medals in the recent
Venice Cup in Chennai (see pages 23-27). 
Please try to play in the pre-Christmas Mixed Swiss Teams

on December 6 at Windsor.

Channel Islands

www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/

GUERNSEY Congress: congratulations to Dan
McIntosh – Rob Myers on winning the Guernsey
Swiss Pairs. The Monday Pivot Teams was won by
R. Hauge, R. Laland, S. Farnon, R. Plumley. 

Men’s Pairs: Angus Simpson – Dan McIntosh. Women’s
Pairs: Rosa Richardson – Diana Thorne. Seniors’ Pairs: Doone
Hoong – Pip Duncan. Mixed Pairs: Sue Hazlehurst – John
Robert. Seniors’ Teams: B Gardner, N Charles, D Hoong,
P Duncan. Swiss Teams: R. Hauge, R. Laland, Dan McIntosh
and Tim Gauld. 

Cornwall

www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall

THE 31st Cornwall Congress was held at the
Falcon Hotel, Bude for the first time. Winners of
theChampionship Pairswere Howard Kent-Webster
playing with England international, Graham

Osborne. They also finished a close 2nd to winners, Warner
Solomon – Jackie Davies (photo next page), in the Swiss Pairs.
The Swiss Teams was won by Miles Cowling, Stefan Lindfors,
Rob Lawy and Alex Maddocks with Jean Harrison, Betty
Golding, Norman Massey and Don Pearson 2nd.
Cornish successes at the Congress included Brian and

Elaine Relton winning the Collings Cup, Rob Mabley – Alan
Biggs finishing 4th in the Swiss Pairs, and Ann and Bob
Bennett winning the Novice Pairs.
The Congress will again be run at the Falcon in 2016 – one

week earlier on September 9-11.
Diary dates: Jan 9, Falmouth Salver, The Athenaeum. Jan

17, Star Masters & Tredova Cup, Ladock. Jan 31, Teams of
Four Championship, Ladock.

Cumbria
www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/

OUR Blue-point event, the IMP Pairs, was won by Babs and
Tim Matthews with Ken Johnston – Ian Reeves as runners-up.
The Cumbria and Westmorland Joint Swiss Weekend was a

resounding success and everyone had a very enjoyable time.
The winners of the Swiss Teams were Jeff Smith, Jackie Pye,
Rhona and Bernard Goldenfield; runners-up were Simon
Smith, Tony Bartlett, Ian Smith and Adam Aitken. The Swiss
Pairs was won by Rodney Lighton – Neil Thomas with the
runners-up Peter Richmond – Roger Allison.

Diary dates: Dec 6, Multiple Teams, Barrow. Feb 7,
Champion ship Pairs, Carlisle.
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COUNTY NEWSCOUNTY NEWS
You will find your County’s ‘Local Results’ (if submitted) and obituaries (in our ‘In Memoriam’
column)  in the online magazine (page 66 onwards). These pages are also available as a stand-
alone pdf in the English Bridge Section of the website and at www.ebu.co.uk/
documents/magazine/county-extra.pdf. We would also encourage you to visit your County
website for up-to-date news and results. The websites are given in each county report.

click

link

Honor Flint
We are sad to report the passing of Honor Flint

(obituary at www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/honor-

flint). Honor was one of the leading players in

women’s bridge in the 1960s and 1970s. She

represented Great Britain in the European

Championships three times, winning a bronze

medal in 1973, and was twice a winner of the

Lady Milne Trophy with England. Some of her

victories came under the name of Honor Rye –

she later married Jeremy Flint, himself a lead-

ing international player, with whom she

achieved some of her successes. 



Derbyshire

www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshirF

OUR winter Teams of four and Eight compe -
titions have recently commenced. Forthcoming
events: Bridge over Christmas: Xmas Party on
Dec 16 (see Mary Marshall for tickets); Xmas
Pairs on Dec 23; New Year’s Pairs on Dec 30.

DCBA County Pairs (all are welcome); we start with three
semi-finals: Ringwood Bridge Club – Wed Dec 9, Ripley
Bridge Club – Mon Jan 11, DCBA at Spondon – Wed Jan 13.
Finals day is at Spondon on Jan 31; the top 1/3 from the semi-
finals qualify for our main, Green Point, final. 
Pairs who do not qualify for the main final can play in the

Hazel Whinfrey Plate (consolation final) but to aid planning
please register your intention to play in the con solation event
with our Competitions Secretary, Mary Marshall, ( 01335
360582 or msbmarshall@w3z.co.uk. The consolation final is a
Blue Point event.
Contact the DCBA secretary if you are interested in any of

our events – email jimparker@totalise.co.uk.

Devon 

www.devonbridge.co.uk

ON the final weekend of the Brighton Summer
MeetingMichael Hamon was =3rd in the Teams
B Final. Howard Kent-Webster was in the win -
ning team at the Northern Ireland Congress.

At the Cornwall Congress, Howard Kent-Webster was 2nd
in the Swiss Pairs. Stefan Lindfors – Alex Maddocks were in
the winning team in the Teams and Jean Harrison, Betty
Golding, Norman Massey, Don Pearson were 2nd. 
In the West of England Congress, Warner Solomon (with

Roger Sweet) was 8th in the Swiss Pairs; Richard Lingham,
Ann Slee, Alison Pollok, John Edwards were 10th in the Swiss
Teams; Roger Luckham – Richard Watkins were 3rd in the
Men’s Pairs.
In the Western League, the A and B teams won and the C

team lost against East Wales. 
In the Rhodes Overseas Congress, Warner Solomon won his

section in the Pivot Teams, was 4th in the Swiss Pairs and 3rd
in the Mixed Pairs. Ruth Edmondson and Brigid McElroy
were 4th in the Ladies’ Pairs.
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Dorset 

www.bridgewebs.com/dorset

SURREY Green-pointed Weekend: Pairs – 1st,
Krzysztof Ginda – Mark Hooper; Teams – 4th
Helen Ackroyd, Chris Stevens, Ann Sharples

and Pauline Serby.
West of England Congress: Bob Mott, Ann Sharples, Chris

Stevens and Alastair Cowley finished 3rd in the Green-pointed
Teams.

Diary dates: Mon Dec 7, Weymouth & Hardwick Cups,
Multiple Teams, 7pm, Weymouth Bridge Club. Sun Jan 3,
Knight Cup, Green-pointed Closed Dorset Pairs, Hamworthy
Club, Canford Magna. Sun Feb 7, Frost Rose Bowl (Blue-
pointed Swiss Teams), Allendale Bridge Club, Wimborne.

Essex

www.essexbridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to: Brighton Congress: Swiss
Pairs: 27th, Tony Verran – Peter Scotting; Bracketed
Teams: 1st, Chris Taylor, Paul Spencer, Marc
Chawner, Sandy Riach; Stratified Swiss Pairs: 4th,

Chris Taylor. Northants Midweek Congress Swiss Teams: 3rd,
Chris Taylor. Beds & Northants GP Teams: 2nd, Chris Taylor. 
Essex/Herts Weekend: Pairs: 3rd, Ray Clarke – Robert Elliott;

Teams: 3rd, Sandy Riach, Chris Taylor, Paul Spencer, Marc
Chawner. Felixstowe Congress: Championship Pairs Final: 1st,
Ann Morgan – John McCoy; Consolation Final: 1st, Robert
Elliott – Sandy Riach, 3rd, Brian Davies; Swiss Teams: 1st=,
Bernie Hunt, Paul and Val Mollison, Brian Davies. 
EBU Rhodes Congress: Swiss Pairs: 5th, Graham Foster –

Frances Alexander; Pivot Teams: 1st, Chris Taylor. EBU
Autumn Congress: Really Easy Afternoon: 4th Alan and
Carolyn Veats, 5th, Pascaline Mower – Pat Reeves.

Diary dates: Dec 27, Really Easy Afternoon. Jan 10, Swiss
Pairs. Jan 30-31, Woodham Ferrers Congress. Feb 13, Play
with an Expert. Feb 21, Ray Cornell Trophy.

Hants and IoW

www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/

WINNERS of the Nicko Plate: Gosport (Phil
Downham, Mahmoud Nurmohamed, John Jones,
Adrian Fontes). Crockfords Plate: 2nd, J. Baker,
R. Hyde, J. Sherringham, A. McDonald. Autumn

Congress Main Teams Final [Eastbourne Bowl]: 1st, Jeremy
Dhondy. West of England Congress Swiss Pairs: 1st Miles
Cowling – Ron Davis. Welsh Fours: =3rd, Jeremy Baker – Guy
Lawrenson. Surrey One-day GP Swiss Teams: 2nd Miles
Cowling, Andy Hughes, Steve Preston, Dave Huggett; 4th,
Pauline Serby – Helen Ackroyd. Surrey One-day GP Swiss
Pairs: =4th Dennis Hoey – Gordon Clarke.

Diary dates: Dec 13, Yule Tide Teams (Xmas drinks at
1.40pm. Play starts 2pm). Jan 10, Midwinter Teams, 2pm. Jan
24, Candlestick Swiss Pairs Blue-pointed, 1pm. All held at
Romsey. Entries via HIOW website or Steve Preston (02380
702934.

Herefordshire
www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk 

MANY congratulations to Tony Forrester who was in the
England Team that came 4th in the World Championships
(see pages 23-27).

Warner Solomon and Jackie Davies, winners of the Swiss Pairs
at the Cornwall Congress, with County Secretary

Chris Bickerdike (on the left).
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Full results of all county competitions are on our website.
Diary dates: Jan 22, Inter-club Teams Round 3, 7pm,

Ledbury. Feb 27, Club Teams of Eight, 10.30am, Tarrington.
Mar 5, Championship Pairs, 10.30am, Tarrington.

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk

MANY congratulations to Gary Conrad, the
HBA’s Chief Tournament Director, on his pro -
motion as EBU Senior Congress Tourna ment
Director.
Hertfordshire v Norfolk:� another clean sweep

for the county. �The A team won 16-4; the B team won 17-3;
the C team won 16-4.

Diary dates: Sun Dec 6, Desmond Flockhart Trophy, 12
noon, The Bridge Centre, Gosling Sports Park. Sun Jan 10,
Humble Cup 1st Qualifinal, 12 noon, The Bridge Centre,
Gosling Sports Park. Sun Jan 24, Championship Pairs Semi-
final, 12 noon, The Bridge Centre, Gosling Sports Park. Sun
Feb 7, Humble Cup 2nd Qualifinal, 12 noon, The Bridge
Centre, Gosling Sports Park. Fri Feb 19, Cadet Pairs Final,
19.30, The Bridge Centre, Gosling Sports Park. Tue Feb 23,
HBA Simultaneous Pairs at the following clubs: Berk hamsted,
Harpenden Tuesday, Hitchin, Letchworth Heritage, Lever -
stock Green, New Hertford, Watford & Bushey.

Isle of Man
www.manxbridgeunion.org

THE 49th Annual Isle of Man Bridge Congress
was held in Douglas in September. It was a
bigger event than for some years and while
most of the top prizes went overseas, there
were some strong local performances. Pick of

the locals was Grand Master Erika Slatcher who, with partner
England Senior International John Holland, won the Mixed
Pairs event on day one. The Swiss Teams was won by the
Manchester-based foursome of Croswell, Thrower, Mackay
and Myers (most of whom were in the winning team from last
year). The main event of the weekend was the gruelling three-
session Swiss Pairs which concluded on the final night. The
winners, by the closest of margins, were visitors Stuart Davies 
– Paul Belsten from Sue and Nick Woodcock. Paul De Weerd –
Bernard Palmer turned in the best local performance with a
remarkably good 4th place.
Planning has already begun for the 2016 Congress, the

50th, which promises to be a bit special.

Kent

www.kcba.org.uk

MANY congratulations to the Kent B and C
teams who won their sections of the Metropolitan
Cup. Kent B Team: Colin Wilson (Captain),
Gerald Soper, Bill Charlwood, Jon Chapman,
Steve Barnfield, Frances Connell, Norman Inniss,

Stefan Syplywczak, Keith Ashcroft, John Hemington, Tony
Price, Robin George. Kent C Team: Gwyneth and Sarah
Chapman, Ann Cox, Val Golding, Barbara Schulz, David
Powell, Gillian and Alan Foster, Graham and Lyn Foreman,
Colin Game, Pat McBain.
Congratulations to Michael Prior – Mike Hampton for

coming =1st in the Surrey Green-pointed Swiss Pairs in
September.

Diary dates: Sun Jan 10, Men’s Pairs (Hunter Homines)

and Ladies’ Pairs (Fleming Femina) 11am, TWBC. TWBC
County Teams of Eight Competitions: Div 3 Mitchell Salver,
Sat Jan 23, 11am, TWBC; Div 1 Corbett Cup and Div 2
Corbett Plate, Sun Jan 24 and Sun Feb 7, 11am, TWBC. Sun
Apr 3, Larsky Cup Final, 11am, TWBC. 

Lancashire 

www.bridgewebs.com/lancs

CONGRATULATIONS go to Catherine Draper
on being a member of the England Ladies’ Team
that won a bronze medal at the World Cham -
pionships in Chennai (see pages 23-27).

In the Northern Bridge League, Lancashire A finished 3rd
out of six teams, Lancashire B 1st out of eight teams and
Lancashire C 2nd out of seven teams. Lancashire B has now
won the title three years in a row under the captaincy of John
Brearley.

Diary dates: Dec 6, Lytham Rose Bowl, Lytham Bridge
Club. Dec 20, Santa Claus Pairs, Manchester Bridge Club. Jan
2-3, Manchester Congress, Victoria and Albert Hotel. Jan 10,
Preston Blue-pointed Teams, Preston Bridge Club. Jan 23,
LCBA Butler Pairs, Lytham Bridge Club. Feb 7, LCBA
Championship Pairs, Blackburn Bridge Club. 

Leicestershire 

www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/

THE county teams have played two matches in
the Midlands League. Results are: Sep 13 vs
Worcester (Home) – Dawes won 14-6, Porter
lost 5 - 15, Markham lost 7-13; Oct 7 vs Oxford

(Away) – Dawes won 14-6, Porter lost 6-14, Markham lost
5-15.

Diary dates: Jan 13, Stanley Trophy Round 4, Glenfield. Jan
13, Wilde Cup Non-expert Teams, County BC. Jan 14, Pairs
League Round 1, Rothley. Jan 24, Midland League vs Notting -
hamshire, away. Jan 27, Josephs Bowl Round 2, Blaby. Jan 27,
Butterworth Langley Trophy Round 1, Blaby. Feb 10, Stanley
Trophy Round 5, Glenfield. Feb 11, Pairs League Round 2,
Rothley.

Lincolnshire

www.lincsbridge.org.uk

DIARY dates: Those pairs who qualify through the club
heats, may play in the Bainton semi-final at Dunholme on
Sunday January 31. The qualifiers from the semi go on to
compete in the Bainton final, at Dunholme, on Sunday
February 28 at 1.30pm. 

London 

www.metrobridge.co.uk

AT Brighton, many congratulations to Antony
Milford who won the Seniors’ Teams, with Roger
Morton – Mike Hill in 2nd place; Nick Dean,
winner of the Brighton Plate and Jeff Clargo, One-

Day Swiss Pairs winner. In the 4-Star Teams, John Reardon
was 3rd in the A final, Gad Chadha – Ingar Hansen =1st and
Michael Alishaw – Sam Behrens =3rd in the B final. Toby
Nonnenmacher was 2nd in the Brighton Bowl with David
Gold 3rd; the Midweek KO Teams was won by Tom Townsend.
Well done to Alex Hydes who won Crockfords with Andrew

Robson, David Gold and David Bakhshi 2nd; Kieran Dyke,
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winner of the Great Northern Swiss Pairs; Oscar Selby, leading
junior at the JTI; Angus Simpson winner of the Men’s Pairs in
Guernsey.

Diary dates: Jan 31, Palmer Bayer (No Fear Pairs), 1pm.
Feb 7, Ian Gardiner Trophy (Championship Teams), 11.30am
– both at YCBC. Feb 27-28, Lederer Memorial Trophy, RAC.

Manchester

www.manchesterbridge.org.uk

THIS month our report is to be found online
on page 67.

Merseyside/Cheshire

www.mcba.org.uk

IN the Welsh Foursomes held in late August,
the winners were David Stevenson, Liz
Commins, Mark Weeks, Stuart Matthews.
The North Wales One-day Pairs event was

won by Alan Stephenson with Bernard Burns of Yorkshire;
Stuart Matthews – Mark Weeks were =2nd. This foursome
were also very successful in the Northern Midweek Congress,
finishing as runners-up in the Swiss Teams.
Our three teams did not star in this season’s Northern

Bridge League, though the A team did win their final round
comfortably and the C team finished a creditable 3rd in their
division.

Diary dates: Jan 30-31, Chester Congress. Feb 7, County
Trials. Feb 21, Jean Keen trophy (Women’s pairs), MBC. Mar
6, Eric Howarth Trophy (GP Teams).

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Nevena Senior and
David Burn (coach) on winning bronze medals
representing the England Ladies in the Venice Cup
held in Chennai, India in October (see pages 23-
27). Simon Cope was NPC of the Open team, who
finished 4th in the Bermuda Bowl after suffering
two consecutive last-board losses!

More congratulations to Nevena who was on the winning
Crockfords Cup team; to Tony Waterlow on winning the
Eastbourne Bowl at the EBU Autumn Congress and to Peter
Hasenson – David Sherman for winning the Middlesex
Tollemache Trials.
In the Metropolitan Cup, Middlesex A finished in joint 1st

place while the B & C teams both came 2nd. Well played all.
Diary dates: TGRs Bridge Club are holding their 7th

annual Auction Pairs tournament on Jan 9-10, see www.
tgrsbridge.com

Norfolk

www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/

THE initial stages of the ambitious project to
create a Norfolk County Bridge Centre are already
in motion. Discussion amongst the Norfolk Con -
tract Bridge Association (NCBA) affiliated clubs
has already successfully taken place and members

voting on the issue, including application for charitable
status, took place at the AGM on October 18. Of those
members who used their vote, the result was approximately
4:1 in favour of applying for charitable status, and very nearly
2:1 for the idea of a permanent Centre. 
The devil is in the detail, and the hard work is probably

only just beginning, but we have Great Expectations.

North East 

www.neba.co.uk

ADVANCE Notice: The 2016 NEBA Congress is
again to be held in the splendid bridge facility at
the Marriott Metro-Centre Hotel from Novem -
ber 5-7, 2016. All main events, Saturday Swiss

Pairs and Sunday Swiss Teams, will be Green-pointed. 

Northamptonshire

www.bridgewebs.com/northants/

Congratulations to the following Northants
players: the team of Rob Miller, Jim Deacon, Dan
Baines, Mark Tilley and Chris Wormleighton
who won the Crockfords Plate; Keith Nash –

Simon Few, who won the Pairs Championship at the Bedford
Congress; Rob Miller – Tim Durdin who finished 2nd in the
Derbyshire Green-pointed Swiss Pairs.
Kettering Bridge Club’s Porch Trophy will take place at

Kettering Bridge Club on Sunday December 6. This is a two-
session Swiss Pairs event. Entries to Colin Tuton.

Diary dates: Sun Dec 6, Porch Trophy, Kettering. Sat Dec
12, Saturday Winter League, Stamford. Wed Dec 16, Wed -
nesday Winter League, Northampton. Sat Jan 9, Saturday
Winter League, Stamford. Wed Jan 20, Wednesday Winter
League, Northampton.

Nottinghamshire

www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire

AT the NCBA Green Points event in July Ankush
Khandewal – Steve Raine were the best Notts
pair in 5th place. Steve also did well at the
Brighton Summer Meeting, leading his team to
3rd qualifying place in the Four Star event. 
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London’s Nick Dean, winner with Olivia Bailey
of the Brighton Plate.
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Oxfordshire 

www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk

FURTHER results from the EBU Brighton Summer
Congress: congratulations to Chris Cooper’s team
who won the Midweek Knockout Teams. Chris
Cooper – Ed Jones qualified for the second
weekend’s Swiss Teams’ Four Stars A Final and

Robert Procter – Michael Robinson qualified for the B Final.
Congratulations to Ed Jones who was in the winning team

in the Crockfords Cup.
Jean Squires was 2nd in the Confiance Guernsey Congress

Seniors’ Pairs.
At the Autumn Congress, Cathy Rowland – Mary-Ann

Sheehy qualified for the 2 Stars Pairs’ Championship Final.
Matthew Covill – Diana Nettleton, Chris Wilson – Abbey
Smith qualified for the Satellite Pairs Final. Robert Procter –
Aleksandar Lishkov were 3rd in the Swiss Pairs and Hugh
Thomson – Mike Webley were 4th. Both Freddie Illingworth’s
and Chris Wilson and Abbey Smith’s team qualified for the
Eastbourne Bowl, the Premier Teams Final. Congratulations to
Mary-Ann Sheehy, Christopher Whitehouse, Aleksandar
Lishkov and Cathy Rowland on winning the Sussex Cup
(photo below).

Somerset 

www.bridgewebs.com/somerset

SOMERSET successes in the West of England
Congress: Swiss Teams: =3rd, Sharleen Weir – Tony
Russ; 5th, Dave Latcham – Shelia Coda; 7th Joseph
Patrick, Michael Whittaker, Daphne Patrick, Ken
Bawdon. Men’s Pairs: 1st, Tony Russ and partner;

4th, Michael Whittaker – Roger Sweet; 5th, Ken Bawdon –
Mike Powell. Ladies’ Pairs: 1st, Sheena Lanham – Ann Bawdon;
5th, Gina Howard – Caroline Macpherson; 6th, Barbara
Biggin – Anne Skinner. Championship Pairs: 1st, Sheena
Lanham – Graham Heal; 3rd, Barbara Biggin – Anne Skinner;
5th, Frank Colman – Colin Simcox. Mixed Pairs: 2nd, Donne
Huong – Pip Duncan who were also winners at the Guernsey
Congress Seniors’ Pairs.

The result of the matches with East Wales were: A won
13-7, B lost 4–16, C won 14–6; and vsWiltshire: A won 13-7,
B won 17-3, C won 12-8.  

Staffs and Shrops

www.staffsandshrops.org.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Keith Shuttleworth,
Lawrence Haynes, Annette Lucas, Mike Cornes,
Helen and Peter Lees on winning the teams
trophy in the Edgar Foster Cup.

Dan Crofts and Andrew Thompson finished 3rd in the
Swiss Pairs at the Rhodes Overseas Congress.
Jason and Justin Hackett finished 4th in the Bermuda Bowl

(see pages 23-27) and Paul Hackett reached the D’Orsi Trophy
quarter-finals, also in Chennai. In the Cavendish, Jason, Justin
and Paul dropped to 6th place, one spot outside the money.
The County Congress will take place at the Park Inn,

Telford on April 16-17. Contact Judy Mitchell on ( 0174
3235374 or email mitchellmj@btinternet.com for further
information.

Suffolk 

www.suffolkbridge.co.uk

ANOTHER excellently attended Felixstowe Con -
gress saw very competitive finishes in all events. The
next Green-pointed event in Suffolk will be the East

Anglia Bridge Weekend at Ipswich UCS the first weekend of
March. In January we have the Mid-Anglia Pairs and the Bury
Swiss Pairs, both blue-pointed.

Surrey

www.bridgewebs.com/surrey

PLEASE note above the address of the new website
and paste it into your favourites.
Congratulations to Bernard Themis – Angela

McCready who were part of the winning team at
the Rhodes Congress (photo next page). Lloyd and Gitte Sarsby
were runners-up in the Satellite Pairs at the Autumn Congress.

Diary dates: Sun Jan 24, Mixed Pairs, Oxshott. Sun Feb 21,
Men’s & Ladies’ Pairs, Oxshott. If insufficient numbers of
pairs of each gender enter for this competition, it will be run
as one event.
After over 25 years of service to the Surrey Committee as

Competitions Secretary, Frances Trebble is retiring from that
role. The Committee warmly thanks Frances for her sterling
work on behalf of the county. In future we would urge players
to book online using the new website. If you do want to book
by phone please call Shirley Pritchard on ( 02085407636.

Sussex

www.sccba.co.uk

SEVERAL Sussex players took part in the Surrey
Green-pointed Weekend at Guildford and the best
placed was Stephen Kennedy who, with Michael
Alishaw, finished 3rd in the Swiss Pairs. Well done!
Dave and Jill Armstrong won the Swiss Pairs at the

Autumn Congress, and Mike Keeping, Philip Hunt,
David Benjamin and Matthew Read won the Congress Teams.
Congratulations also to Dave and Jill Armstrong who were

presented at the EBU Summer Meeting with the Tom Bradley
award for their significant contributions to Junior Bridge. 
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Sussex Cup winners at the Autumn Congress, all from
Oxfordshire CBA:  Mary-Ann Sheehy, Aleksander Lishkov,

Cathy Rowland and Christopher Whitehouse.
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Well done to Oliver Powell who received the trophy for the
best Sussex junior of 2015. Oliver is a member of the England
Junior Squad and has played recently for England.

Diary date: please remember to enter the New Year Swiss
Teams at Henfield on Sun Jan 10, starting at 1pm. Further
details on the SCCBA website.

Warwickshire

www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk

ALL county players are encouraged to support the
Green-pointed Congress early in the New Year: Fri
Jan 8, various Blue-pointed Pairs events, 2pm;
dinner (available to pre-order), 5.45pm; Blue-
pointed Open Teams 7pm. Sat Jan 9, Stratified

Green-pointed Swiss Pairs, 12.30pm. Sun Jan 10, Stratified
Green-pointed Swiss Teams, 11.30am. Further details and a
brochure can be found on the website
The county is looking for someone to write this column

with immediate effect, the next issue being February 2016
(likely deadline 13th December). Anyone interested should con -
tact Stephanie Galvin (email stephandbob@live.co.uk or phone
( 01675 443291) or the County Secretary Sandra Squires
(email sandra.squires@gmail.com).

Diary dates: Dec 9, Non-expert Teams, 6.45p.m. West
Mids, Joyce Hare Mixed Pairs 7.15p.m. Mos. Jan 8th-10th
Midland Counties Congress West Mids. 13th Non-expert
teams 6.45p.m. West Mids, 31st Teams of 8 Garden Cities
Qualifier (entry via clubs), 12 noon, Coventry.

Westmorland
www.bridgewebs.com/westmorland

ANOTHER successful Cumbria & Westmor land
Green-pointed Congress was held at the end of
September with near maximum entries for the
teams and pairs events. To avoid disap point -
ment, enter early for next year: September 24
(Teams) and September 25 (Pairs). Jeff Smith,

Jackie Pye, Rhona and Bernard Goldenfield won the Teams
and Rodney Lighton – Neil Thomas won the Pairs.

The Northern League has just finished with Westmorland
coming 3rd overall in the B Division and although the C
Division were well placed with one round to play, ‘a bad day
at the office’ saw them finish 6th overall. 
The team of Philip and Sally Wraight, Peter Boadman and

Glenda Lloyd did well to win the B Teams final at the
Scarborough Summer Congress.
The Westmorland County Day is set for Sunday, January 17

at the Carus Green Golf Club (Kendal) and this will take the
new format of being an open handicap pairs event with the
option of a meal in the evening (see website).

Worcestershire

www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire

THE Irene Allen Trophy, open to all-comers below
the rank of Regional Master, was held in October.
This was closely contested but also extremely
successful and enjoyable, with entries up by over
50% from last year. It was won by Sally Martin –

Wilf Atkinson, with Vic Laver – Eric Myers winning the
Richard Lewis Trophy for players holding the rank of Master
or below.
The Pro-Am Teams event in October was also open to all-

comers and was hugely entertaining. Sixteen boards were
played, leaving plenty of time for drinks, nibbles, socialising
and discussing whether and when the ‘Pros’ had played better
than the ‘Ams’ – or not! Chris Flood, playing with Mike
Willoughby, and Elaine Bell, playing with Eddy Blackburn,
made off with the prizes. 

Yorkshire 

www.ycba.co.uk/

IN the EBU’s Great Northern Pairs event, hosted
by YCBA, Joan and Brian Eager won the
Improvers’ Pairs, while in the Swiss Pairs, Sarah
Teshome – Tom Cohen were 2nd and Tom
Copeland – Alan Hayward were third. 

In the Derbyshire Green-pointed Weekend Graham Jepson –
David Musson won the Swiss Pairs, and Sandy Davies, Tom
Gisborne, Baz Caygill and David Waxman the Swiss Teams.
Simon and Jack Stocken won the Monday heat of the British
Autumn Simultaneous Pairs.
At the EBU’s Rhodes Congress, Sandy Davies – Tom

Gisborne won the Swiss Pairs. The Leeds team of Robin
Jepson, Alan Brosgill, Martin Edge and Nick Woolven were
the losing finalists in the EBU’s NICKO Plate competition. 
Congratulations to all.
Diary dates: Dec 6, Yorkshire League (match 3). Dec 20,

Yorkshire Pivot Teams, Bradford. Dec 27, EBU Really Easy
Afternoon, Bradford. Jan 10, Yorkshire League (match 4). Jan
24, Yorkshire League (match 5). Jan 31, Yorkshire Cup, Leeds.
Feb 7, Doncaster Swiss Pairs. r
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Rhodes Congress Swiss Teams winners: David Jones & Jan
Duncan (Avon), Angela McCready & Bernard Themis (Surrey),

with Hannah Williams from Bridge Overseas.
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December 13th is the closing date
for the submission of county
reports for the next issue of

English Bridge.
Please e-mail: lou@ebu.co.uk
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Congratulations to
the newly promoted 
Grand Masters:

Mrs HR Ackroyd, Dorset
Mr SP Cope, Middlesex
Mr R Gronau, London
Mr T Matthews, Cumbria
Mrs J Peel, Surrey
Mrs KL Pryor, Suffolk
Mr R Wattleworth, Lancs. 

Landmark Masterpoint 
Promotions
July 2015 – October 2015
Avon
Life Master
Mrs S O’Hara
Master
Miss Judy Archer
Mr Alan Evans
Alan Peak-Payne
Mr Christopher Treharne

Bedfordshire
Regional Master
Mrs SJ Ford
Mr DG Pritchard

Berks. & Bucks.
Life Master
Mr KM Goswell
Regional Master
Mrs NM Allen
Mr Gordon Maxwell
Mrs EB Wallen
Master
Mrs J Birt
Mr P Birt
Mr Vince Hull
Mr Alan Lyons
Mrs B Milling Smith
Mrs C Rivett
Ann Smith
Mr Eric Smith
Ms Lucy Terris
Mr Peter Wilde
Christine Wright
Mr A Zenios

Cambs & Hunts
Regional Master
Mr RB Salmon
Mr R Wright
Master
Mr JD Lawrence

Channel Islands
Regional Master
Ms A Gauld
Master
Mrs K Fooks

Mrs C Roberts

Cornwall
Regional Master
Mr Sydney Phillips
Master
Mr M Farmery

Cumbria
Grand Master
Mr T Matthews
Regional Master
Mr Philip Walker
Master
Mr Dave Gilbert
Dr ER Maddrell

Derbyshire
Life Master
Mr A Kenny
Master
Mrs S Birch
Gretta Blackburn
Mrs J Pattison
Mr A Rowe

Devon
Regional Master
Mr George Delafield
Mr RF Luckham
Master
Mr Tom Little
Mr Alan Summerfield
Mr WJ Waghorn
Mr Glenn Walker

Direct
Master
Mr BW Goddard

Dorset
Grand Master
Mrs HR Ackroyd
Master
Mr B Barnett
Mr Raymond Hunter

Essex
Life Master
Mrs ME Homer
Regional Master
Mrs FR Alexander
Mr RJ Eason
Mrs JA Kettle
Ken MacDonald
Master
Dr AK Black
Dr M Gilbert
Mr CR Harris
Mr RJM Newson
Mrs M Pimm
Kay Rippon
Mr I Rogers
Mr Terry Whale
Mrs Carol Wise

Gloucestershire
Life Master
Mr J Councer
Mr M Green
Regional Master
Mr JTR Roberts
Master
Mr K Haines
Mrs MK Lynch
O Windsor-Clive

Hants and I.O.W.
Life Master
Mrs K Dewar
Mr T Smith
Master
Mrs D Broderick
Mrs JA Bungey
Hannelore Cooper
Mr Roly Hann
Mrs Heather McGinn
Adrian Rutter

Herefordshire
Master
Mrs A Crocker
Mrs H MacDougall

Herts
Regional Master
Mr K Farraway
Mr SA Mossey
Mr P J Williams
Master
Mrs SM Arnold
Ms Maureen Baker
Mr Geoff Bennett
Mrs B Bramley
Mr RH Burgess
Mrs Dot Howlett
Mr George Howlett
Vinod Khanna
Mr C Morgan
Vincent Shaw

Kent
Regional Master
Mrs ML Aitken
Mr R Athwal
Mr JCH Blanford
Master
Mrs J Bennett
Mrs Madeleine Cooke
Peter Cox
Mrs K Hackett
Mr KH Mau
Mr Tom Smith
Mrs Joanna Williams

Lancashire
Grand Master
Mr B Wattleworth
Regional Master
Mrs G Beattie
Mr David Costich

Mrs M Eaton
Master
Mrs Stella Beswick
Mrs Mary Butterworth
Mr Peter Coupe
Mr Stan Howard
Mrs Barbara Matthews
Mrs Janet Speed
Mrs PA Turner

Leicester
Regional Master
Mr B Norton
Mr RHC Tyler
Master
Mr P Anderson
Andy Brown
Mr C Cramphorn
Mrs J Green
Mr M Harvey
Mrs M Lucas

Lincolnshire
Life Master
Mr GR Elwick
Master
Mr Roy Brixton
Mrs Pat Pickard
Ms Ruby Schnalke

London
Grand Master
Mr R Gronau
Regional Master
Mr RAN Balchin
Mrs RA Dorey
Mr B Kelly
Miss C Robinson
Master
Andrew Black
Christopher Dee
Gisele Fattal
Mr Matthew Hendrickson
Ms C Smith
Mr Gerry Weston
Mr R Wharton

Manchester
Regional Master
Dr HA Potts
Mr S Ward
Master
Mr N Catterall
Mr D Fussell
Ms P Gorham
Mr TI Hempstock
Mr J McIntee
Mrs AI Rhodes
Mrs G Riley
Dr HS Weinstock

Merseyside/Cheshire
Life Master
Mr MJ Weeks

Landmark PromotionsLandmark Promotions
July 2015 July 2015 –– October 2015October 2015
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Master
Mr Don Burnett
Mrs Irena Emberson
Mr Ken Ferguson
Mr R Freeman
Mrs Barbara Ginty
Mrs CM Johnson
Mrs  Joan Jones
Mrs J Lythgoe
Mr JG Ward
Mr Adrian Wood

Middlesex
Grand Master
Mr SP Cope
Life Master
Mr DR Arundel
Dr UM Hegde
Regional Master
Mr A Bhandari
Master
Mrs O Biscoe
Mr S Hunte
Stephen Lipman
Eli Marks
John Marks
Mr DEA Veecock

Norfolk
Regional Master
Mr P Lofting
Mr James Tullett
Master
Ms Sylvia Carver
Mr Andrew Gallant
Miss S Pulley

Northamptonshire
Life Master
Mrs M Jones
Regional Master
Mrs M Jones
Master
Mr D Fisher
Ms Karen Knight
Mr Bob Parr
Mrs Mel Viljoen

North East
Regional Master
Mr J Boughey
Mrs A Croft
Mr J Hodgson
Master
Mr D Blacklidge
Mr Ken Goddard
Mrs Sue Goddard
Mr A Humble
Mrs Maureen Puccia
Mr J Robinson
Mrs AI Stephenson
Mr Alan Wallace

Nottinghamshire
Master
Mrs IM Macey
Mr F Smith

Oxfordshire
Life Master
Mr CJ Wilson
Regional Master
Dr RPH Gasser
Master
Mrs B Barnes

Mrs J Carter
Dr J Darke
Mr SI Davidson
Mrs Lucy Edwardes
Isabel Pack
Dr David Seale
Mrs Miriam Seaver
Mr R Stammers

Somerset
Life Master
Ceri Pierce
Regional Master
Mr MV Smith
Master
Jane Mearing
Mr Godfrey Newcombe

Staffs & Shropshire
Life Master
Mrs CF Day
Regional Master
Mr JT Jones
Master
Mr JS Sadler

Suffolk
Grand Master
Mrs KL Pryor
Life Master
Prof R Hanley
Regional Master
Mr P Bushby
Mr A Gray

Surrey
Grand Master
Mrs J Peel
Life Master
Miss S Pritchard
Regional Master
Mr P Bohan
Mr Graham Cunningham
Mr PWS De Silva
Miss MA Frame
Mr SJ Hooker
Mr GE Osborne
Miss JE Spence
Master
Mr Peter Bond
Mrs Barbara Botterill
Mrs BE Broad
Mr Allan Brown
Mr Simon Carter
Mr J Couser
Mr Bob Cresswell
Mr Colin Drayson
Mr John Emerson
Mr MJ Foss
Mr Paul Found
Ms CA Garner FCCA
Mr Philip Goldenberg
Mr Andrew Guest
Mrs R Hainsworth
Mr Michael Hall
Mrs B Humphrey
Ms Carol Matthews
Mr L Penney
Mrs Elizabeth Petts
Mr P Powlson
Mr Laurie Prescott
Mrs Gitta Reed
Mr MT Rose

Mr P Sheahan
Mr Brian Silver
Mrs DJM Steinart
Mr Kostadin Vasilev
Mr Alan Webber
Mrs Jean Williams
Linda Wilson

Sussex
Life Master
Mr P Brown
Mrs AH Galpin
Mr AJ Gillespie
Mrs N Gillespie
Mr P Hunt
Regional Master
Mr CJ Derrick
Mr S Kennedy
Master
Mr Richard Albright
Mr Brian Bestley
Elizabeth Burroughs
Dr E Celinska
Mr Walter Clark
Mrs D Cooper
Derek Greenup
Mr RM Hirst
Mr W H Jewell
Mrs Pamela Kilcoyne
Mr Paul Kilcoyne
Mrs C Lucking
Mrs J Mason
Ms Dee Murray
David Pickford

Warwickshire
Master
Mr M Anderton
Mr D Cadney
Mrs Linda Clements
Mrs Mary Cox
Mr Michael Cox
Mrs U Duffy
Mr Jim Gallacher
Mr Ray Glasspole
Mr David Ian Heron
Maxwell Kynoch
Mr Jeff Mann
Mrs J Marsh
Mrs Janet McDougall
Mr John Mobberley
Mr Andrew Moir
Mrs S M Palmer
Mr Trevor Pethick

Dr Mahmood Rehmany
Mrs SC Robards
Mr S Royston
Mrs Diana Swann
Mrs M Tait
Mrs Dorsey Taylor
Ms M Webster

Westmorland
Master
Mr D Hargreaves

Wiltshire
Life Master
Mr RD Andrews
Master
Mrs Jennifer Baxter
Mr PS Chappell
Mrs D Druitt
Mrs PE Forsey
Mr P Hatvany
Mr Gerry McAinsh
Mrs Mary Rea
Mrs R Rogers
Tina Trivett

Worcestershire
Master
Mr PD Callaway

Yorkshire
Life Master
Mr JS Thrower
Regional Master
Mr R Millet
Mr A Selman
Master
Mrs L Bastow
Mrs Christine Bennett
Mrs J Britteon
Mrs AL Dean
Mr E Finkle
Mr A Hawkesworth
Mr Edward Kenworthy
Mr Jason Levesley
Mr Waldemar Maciejewski
Mrs A McGrory
Mr David John Narcross
Mr Alan Peckitt
Mrs C Rattenbury
Mr Dominic Rayner
Mr John Ryan
Mrs M Tinker
Trevor Waddilove
Mrs P D Woodley r
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Elena took over and produced her first issue
of English Bridge in August 2007 – showing first-
class judgement by having a photo of my team
on the front cover! 
She had an impeccable pedigree, having

previously edited Bridge Plus and Mr Bridge’s
BRIDGE magazine, as well as editing the bridge
pages on Teletext. Since that time she has taken
our magazine from strength to strength –
introducing new and interesting columns, get -
ting our best players to write for her, introducing
a new online section to the magazine and
making a host of other significant improve -
ments. Perhaps the biggest challenge was
adapting the magazine to its new size. She
achieved the trick of not only saving the EBU
and its members a very significant amount of
money per issue but also receiving many
comments praising the new format. 
Elena has dealt with all her contributors,

persuading them to do the difficult things like
submitting the articles on time and at
approximately the amount of words asked for,
with consummate skill and it is not surprising
that a number of them have written to her
expressing gratitude for her editorial skills. If
she has suggested a change in order to improve
an article, it has always been taken in the best
way.
I’d like to thank her for making my time as

Chairman of the Editorial Board an easy one
with never a worry about the progress of the
magazine and I wish her all the best in her well-
deserved retirement. I am sure I will be joined in
that by all the readers of English Bridge. r

Goodbye, Elena Jeronimidis!
A few months ago I was sad to hear from Elena
that she had decided that the end of 2015
would be the end of her time as Editor of
English Bridge.

People in BridgePeople in Bridge by Jeremy Dhondy

GOODBYE ALL!

I fear this is going to sound like an Oscar
acceptance speech, but before rushing away
towards my retirement (on my mobility
scooter, ably assisted by grandson George),
I must say a big ‘Thank you’ to all those who
have helped make editing English Bridge so
rewarding. From present and past EBU Chair -
men (Jeremy Dhondy and Sally Budgen) to
the EBU staff, our advertising manager, the
staff at Wynde ham involved with printing
the magazine, our authors and County News
contributors, our proof-readers and especially
all the readers who took the trouble to write
to me (either to praise or vilify my work),
everyone involved deserves my heartfelt
thanks. I could not have done it without
you, and I certainly would not have enjoyed
it half as much! — Elena Jeronimidis

Meet our new Editor,
Lou Hobhouse, on page 51.
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BRIDGE Club Live has a Teams room where teams
of four can play matches of any number of eight-
board stanzas, with opponents swapped after four
boards in each stanza. We have an annual Teams
Champion ship comprising round robins leading to
a knock-out phase and also a Saturday evening
league. 
The final board of the first fixture of the current

league series saw South with a good hand including
6-6 in the minors being taken by surprise when 3®
was opened on her right:

Love All. Dealer East.
´ A 10 4 2
™ K Q 9 8 3 2
t J 9 8
® Void

´ K Q J 9 7 ´ 8 5 3
™ A J 10 ™ 7 6 5 4
t Q 6 4 3 t Void
® 2 ® K Q 9 8 5 3

´ 6
™ Void
t A K 10 7 5 2
® A J 10 7 6 4

I was East at one table and opened 3®, which was
not everyone’s choice but it was replicated at our
other table by Avon’s Mike Elliott, a recent National
Pairs winner. 
At my table, South decided to overcall 3t which

seems normal, but he felt stuck after North jumped
to 4™, and passed. This drifted quietly three off. 
At our other table, London’s Frances Oestreicher

was South and she decided to pass initially over the
3® opening. She would have been quite happy to
hear partner double for take-out so that she could
pass again! West had nothing to contribute and
North, Manchester’s Victor Ridding, naturally bid
3™. South bid 4t and North raised to 5t, the final
contract.
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West led the ´K, taken with the ´A. Declarer led
the ™K taken by West who persisted with the ´Q,
though a trump would now defeat the contract.
Declarer ruffed in her hand, and then led a low club
and ruffed in dummy. The ™Q was cashed and
another heart ruffed. After declarer ruffed another
club and then a spade, she led the ®J in this position:

´ 10
™ 9 8 3 
t J
® —

´ J ´ —
™ — ™ 7
t Q 6 4 3 t —
® — ® K Q 9 8

´ —
™ —
t A K 10
® A J

If West throws the ´J, declarer ruffs and can lead
any card and either discard the ®A or ruff high and
then exit with the ®A. Either way, West is now
endplayed. At the table, West ruffed the ®J high so
declarer threw the ´10 and West had no answer.
Equally, it would not have helped West to ruff high
two tricks earlier.
Bridge Club Live, the only UK-based online

bridge club, offers:

• Fast, fun and friendly bridge in a format that
suits you.

• ‘Drop-in, Drop-out’ match-point pairs and
social games.

• Individual, Improvers and IMP pairs tourna -
ments, and teams events.

• Full bidding and play records of every deal
played.

• System cards for new and regular partnerships.

• Discussion forums and members’ reunions.

• EBU Master Points. r
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The Teams Room by Barrie Partridge
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Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk

CLEAR winners of the BBA Opening Pairs in
September were Janis Maurins – David Woulds
who scored 68%. Derek and Janet Marsh won
the BBA Mixed Pairs at Wilstead in October.

Channel Islands

www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/

COUNTY results: Lower Restricted Pairs: 1. Mary
Horton – Sarah Amy, 2. George Couzens – Joyce
Tonkinson. 
District results: Guernsey Lower Restricted Pairs: 

1. Sylvia Lawrence-King – Melvyn Russell, 2. George Couzens 
– Joyce Tonkinson. Butler Pairs: 1. Dan McIntosh, 2. Martin
Jones. Jersey Lower Restricted Pairs: 1. Mary Horton – Sarah
Amy, 2. Susan Batty – Sue Griffiths. 

Jersey Club results: Highfield Bridge Club: Summer Cup:
1= Mike Newman and Paul Reed.

Cornwall

www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall

THE County Mixed Pairs Championship was won
by Val Manicom – Andy Tooley with Jenny Cant –
John Hardisty runners-up. 

Cumbria
www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/

OUR AGM was held in August, followed by the AGM Pairs
competition which was won by Christine Ward – Colin
Woods.

The County Autumn Sims was won by Ian Smith – Tony
Bartlett with a score of 71.32%, followed by Wendy Owen –
Alan James.

Derbyshire

www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire

DETAILS of events scheduled by our county
association can be found on our website
www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire.

County Results: Mixed Teams winners were
Don Smedley, John Griffin, David and Mary

Marshall. India Cup winners were Don Smedley, John Griffin,
Cedric Cockcroft and David Briggs. Swiss Teams winners were
Don Smedley, John Griffin, Richard Edwards and Robert
Ross.
Men’s Pairs winners were Paul and Harry Madden. Ladies’

Pairs winners were Maggie Beale – Patricia Smith.

Devon 

www.devonbridge.co.uk

ALL county results, committee news and
minutes, etc. are to be found on the website
www.devonbridge.co.uk.

Dorset 

www.bridgewebs.com/dorset

BOSTON Cup: 1. Mark Hooper, Phil Norman,
Christine Bradley, Guy Lawrenson; 2. Edward
Leatham, Nick Forrest, David and Sue Dunwell;

3. James and Shirley Dutton, Rod Marks, Geoff Fogg. 

Essex

www.essexbridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to all the following: EBED
Autumn Sims: Wed 9/9: 6th, Simon Moorman –
Chris Taylor; 9th, Tanya Genthe – Richard Register.
Thurs 10/9: 2nd, Graham Foster – Yekky Sannie-

Lamptey; 4th, Marc Chawner – Ray Clarke; 6th, Andrew
Mundy – Paul Cast; 15th, Paul Spencer – Chris Taylor. British
Autumn Sims: Tues 6/10: 2nd, Jon Ward – Alan Aylott; 6th,
Paul Spencer – Marc Chawner; Wed 7/10: 3rd Paddy Murray –
Steve Curran.
Eastern Counties League: vs Beds: A team won 15-5, B team

lost 9-11, C team lost 2-18. Vs Cambs & Hunts: A team lost
1-19, B team lost 8-12, C team won 13-7.

Hants and IoW

www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/

CANDOVER Swiss Teams: 1. Jeremy Baker, Fred
Hotchen, Phil Norman, Guy Lawrenson. HIOW
Pairs: Jeremy Baker – John Dakin.

Diary dates: Dec 13, Yule Tide Teams (Xmas
drinks at 1.40pm; start of play 2pm). Jan 10, Midwinter Teams
(2pm start). Jan 24, Candlestick Swiss Pairs Blue-pointed
(1pm start). All held at Romsey. Entries via HIOW website or
to Steve Preston on ( 02380 702934.

Herefordshire
www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk 

AT the county AGM in September, Dave Weller was elected to
succeed Bob Underhill as Treasurer, who has retired from this
role after many years. The other officers were re-elected: Roy
Milnes (Chairman), Chris Chowney (Secretary and Member -
ship Secretary) and George Barrett (County Captain).
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Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Celia and Derek
Oram, Alan Kay and David Walker, as winners
of the HBA Senior Teams in September.

Congratulations to Stan and Tara Harding,
Andrew Doye and Mike Rawlins for winning

the Green-pointed Swiss Teams held at Haileybury School in
September.

Congratulations to Nic Fergusson – Geoff Seal, both
members of Watford BC, winners of the October HBA Really
Easy Pairs.

Lancashire 

www.bridgewebs.com/lancs

BOLTON Congress: Ladies’ Pairs: 1. Marianne Farr 
– Rhona Goldenfield; Men’s Pairs: 1. Alan Whittam 
– Jeff Smith. Championship Pairs: 1. Barrie
Newall – Brian Ripley. Congress Teams: 1. Neil

Thomas, Nicholas Greer, Rodney Lighton and John Currie. 

Leicestershire 

www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/

IN the Samani Salver (the summer knockout –
handicap teams of four competition) the
Clarendon North team defeated the Clarendon
South team in the final. In the Samani Plate

(for first-round losers) the County B team beat Bradgate B in
the final.

The Otto & Edith Mixed Pairs Championship was won by
Richard Smith – Alison Nichols, with Paul and Susan Bowyer
2nd, and Bharat Thakrar – Jenny Grant 3rd. The non-expert
prize was won by Tracey Bridges-Webb – John Nolan.

In the Stanley Trophy (Butler Pairs), Heat 1 was won by Len
Kvietkauskas – Alan Lord from Susan Bowyer – Joan Gibson.

Lincolnshire

www.lincsbridge.org.uk

RANDOM Seeded Pairs: 1. Nick Hunter, Ruby Schnalke,
Brenda Bassford, Zubair Ahmed; 2. Guy Grainger, Emer
Ward, Debbie Burton, John Gaunt; 3. Glynn Elwick, Peter
Stack house, David and Sally Williams. The event attracted
twenty-four pairs and was enjoyed by all. Helen Barr was the
Director.
Newcomers Duplicate Pairs: 1. Maurice Lynn – Jenny

Knowler; 2. Adrian Underwood – Andy Tomlinson; 3. Margaret
Foster – Robert Tatum.

This event introduced several people to county events.
Fifteen pairs attended and it was enjoyed by all. Please keep
supporting county events. 
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London 

www.metrobridge.co.uk

THE Newcomers League was won by Concentric,
captained by Peter Bryant with 10CC, led by
Jenifer Taylor, 2nd.

The Clapham Café Bridge Drive was held once
again in mid-September, raising £800 for Trinity Hospice.
Dominic Flint – Pamela Reiss, winners of the last Tonsleys
Café Bridge, came 3rd this time, behind Sati McKenzie –
Chris Watkinson in 2nd place. The clear winners were Mike
Skelly – Margaret Hamilton.

The Mixed Pairs Championship attracted a good entry of
thirty-six pairs. The winners were Gill Hutchinson – Douglas
Dunn, who led almost throughout the event and finished
nearly 4% ahead of the rest of the field. Second were Lyn Fry –
Ian Pagan, with Ben Green and Allison Green 3rd.

Manchester

www.manchesterbridge.org.uk

WORLD Championships: well done to
Catherine Draper on her bronze medal in the
Venice Cup. Also to John Holland and Paul
Hackett on reaching the quarter-finals of the

Seniors, and to Jason and Justin Hackett on reaching the semi-
finals in the Bermuda Bowl (see pages 23-27). 

Michael Byrne, in partnership with Kieran Dyke, won the
Great Northern Swiss Pairs.Michael and Kieran were also part
of the team that were joint winners of the EBU Autumn
Congress in Peterborough.

In the 2015 NICKO, Manchester A (David Debbage, Jason
Hackett, Ollie Burgess, Catherine Draper and Andrew
Woodwock) lost in the semi-finals.

EBU Autumn Simultaneous Pairs: congratulations to Ken
Hassell – Ian Kane who, playing at the Marple heat, won
nationally with a score of nearly 72%. This is the fifth time
they have won a national Simultaneous. 

At the Rhodes Overseas Congress Rhona and Bernard
Golden field, Joy and Irving Blakey came 2nd in the Swiss
Teams. 

Congratulations to Manchester on making it nine wins out
of ten in the A Division of the Northern Counties Bridge League.

Diary dates: Dec 20, Santa Claus Pairs, Manchester Bridge
Club. Jan 2-3, Manchester County Congress, Victoria &
Albert Hotel, Water St, Manchester, M3 4JQ; entries to Jeff
Smith, e-mail jasmith@nildram.co.uk or ( 0161 702 3773. 

Merseyside/Cheshire

www.mcba.org.uk

CHESTER Bowl (charity pairs) main final: 
1. David Flacks – Laurence Stone, 2. Julian
Merrill – Paul Roberts. Consolation final:
1. Adam Wiseberg – John Fitzgerald, 
2. Carole McKinnon – Diane Calvert.

Merseyside League: the pre-season Swiss Teams was won by
Pentagon with Amber as runners-up.



North East 

www.neba.co.uk

THE Swiss Pairs on August 19 (held mid-week for
the first time) was won by Frank Springett – Mike
Stanbury; Ray Green – Gill Gold were runners-up
with 3rd place going to Nichola Cockerill-

Smith – Bev Godfrey. The NGS Prize was won by John Moor –
Catherine Longley. 

Winners of the King Cup (Ladies’ Pairs) were Val Gibson 
– Bev Godfrey; runners-up were Rhonda Foster – Liz Reese
with 3rd place going to Jocelyn Gordon – Pamela Niven. The
NGS Prize was won by Eleanor Foley – Grace Brown. 

The Senior Pairs event, held in September simultaneously
(for the first time) at Whitley Bay and Darlington resulted in
an extremely close finish. Winners were Desmond Dunleavy 
– Stella Findlay just ahead of Don Reid – David Brickland,
with Bob Watts – Liz Reese in third place. Congratulations go
to all successful players. 

Northamptonshire
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/

WEDWinter League 1: 1. Brian Davies, Maggie
Jones, Jean Raven, Gerard Lawlor; 2. Graham
Lightfoot, Robert Spencer, Chris Cassin, Lol
Tolbutt. 

Sat Winter League 1: 1. Mike Keogh, Mike Kennedy, Larry
Stuart-Jones, Angela Abbott; 2. Marcus Witt, Trevor Thrower,
Bill Chadwick, Mike Gore Browne. 
Sat Winter League 2: 1. Marcus Witt, Trevor Thrower, Bill

Chadwick, Mike Gore Browne. 2. Brendan Alston, Frank
Isack, John Prior, Steve Mossey.

Nottinghamshire

www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire

IN the Winter Pairs on the second Wednesday
monthly, the September event was won by
Gordon Fullerton – David Burgess and the
October event by Anthony Pettengell – Toni
Smith. 

Oxfordshire 

www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk

THE OBA Men’s Pairs was won by Alan Wilson –
Nick Smith with Bill Timms – Ashley Cooper in
2nd place.

The OBA Ladies’ Pairs was won by Brenda and
Claire MacDonagh, with Esme Alden – Hilde

McIlvenna in 2nd place.
The OBA Tuesday Teams (May-September) was won by

Sandra Claridge – John Williams.
Diary dates: Dec 6, Midland Counties League v Stafford -

shire. Jan 24, Midland Counties League vWarwickshire.

Staffs and Shrops

www.staffsandshrops.org.uk

THE next Simultaneous Pairs will be on Tuesday,
January 26, at S&SCBA clubs which have
Tuesday sessions. 

The next of the popular No Fear Pairs events
is to be held on Thursday, February 25, at Wolverhampton
Bridge Club.

Somerset 

www.bridgewebs.com/somerset

CONGRATULATIONS to Mixed Pairs Champion -
ship winners Andy Ridgers – Sheena Lanham, with
David and Gina Howard runners-up

The winners of the Mixed Teams of Four were
Graham Heal, Roger Sweet, David and Gina

Howard.
Results of Non-expert teams: 1. Daphne Greatorix – Les

Borrett, Naomi Moltan and Margaret Adams. Non-expert
Pairs: 1. Daphne Greatorix – Les Borrett. No Fear Pairs: 1. Nary
Loakes – Charlie Sutton.

Diary dates: Sat Dec 12, Men’s and Ladies’ Pairs and No
Fear Pairs, Woolavington. Sun Jan 10, County Swiss Pairs,
Woolavington. Sun Jan 31, Non expert Teams, Woolavington.

Suffolk 

www.suffolkbridge.co.uk

IN the Men’s Pairs the ‘run’ continued – David Price
and Andrew Moore championing in the odd years.
This year they left little to fate, posting a

remarkable 78% score. In the Women’s event Jane Moore –
Elizabeth Tora retained the Ladies’ Bowl. 1. David Price –
Andrew Moore, 2. Elizabeth Tora – Jane Moore, 3. Steve
Berg – David Green, 4. Jan Havard-Davies – Adele Wayman. 

Warwickshire

www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Brian Lawless – Dominic
Connelly on winning the Edgar Foster Cup. 

Linda Stocks – Sue Cope won the Ladies’ Pairs
Championship with Elayne Meakin – Lin Birch
runners-up.

Ian Handley – Darren Evetts won the Men’s Pairs Cham -
pion ship with Philip Colman – Dennis Gough runners-up.

Westmorland
www.bridgewebs.com/westmorland

THE county’s two clubs of Kendal and Winder -
mere continue to have good attendances,
catering well for beginners, improvers and
players. 
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Worcestershire

www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire

THE Ladies’ Pairs was won by Stephanie Forward 
– Linda Gervis, with Eileen Oakley – Wendy
 Packwood runners-up. In the Men’s Pairs Richard
Jephcott – John Sansom won handsomely, with
Dennis Loynes – Steve Kennewell runners-up.

Elsewhere, Steve Allerston and Nick Forward have started
the new season well, holding the leading position in both the
Pairs Ladder and the Phillips Pairs. The Grand Prix Teams is
closely contested with Nothing to Declare, Witley Wanderers,
Unquote and Jet Set within three points of each other.
Droitwich, the holders, are leading the Inter-Club Teams but
Worcester 1 and Worcester 2 are both only a single VP behind.
A Christmas Swiss Teams will be held on December 14 and

all County Members are encouraged to come along for a
light-hearted and enjoyable evening with the proceeds going
to charity.

Yorkshire 

www.ycba.co.uk/

CONGRATULATIONS to the following on their
achievements:

Northern League: in Division 1, Yorkshire A1
were 2nd and Yorkshire A2 were 5th. In Division 2,
Yorkshire B were 4th. In Division 3, Yorkshire SE

won for the second year running, and Yorkshire NW were 5th.
Olicana Invitational Swiss Teams: the winners were Stuart

Davies, George Bak, Gill Copeland and Steve Blackburn.
Huddersfield Rose Bowl: the winners were Angela Booth,

Peter Radley, Denis Murphy and Kevin Hawkins.
YCBA Autumn Sim Pairs (Kath Grimoldby Trophy): 1. Tom

Copeland – Alan Jarvis; 2. Tom Cohen – Robert Ross; 3.
Graham Jepson – Frank Littlewood; 4. Glen Ashmore – Jim
Proctor; 5. Kevin Hawkins – Heather Hobson.

Garforth Swiss Teams: the winners were Richard Hilton,
Pauline Cooper, Richard Pike and Pete Waterman.
EBU Really Easy Afternoon (Bradford): the winners were

Kathy and Andrew Pearson. r
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MASTER SOLVER
VIDEOS

CheCk out three excellent ‘Master Solver’
videos filmed at the World Bridge Teams Cham-
pionships in Chennai by David Bakhshi
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=sMDe83om9dQ),

Simon Cope (www.youtube.com/watch?v=
18Af_y6Ohz0) 

and David Gold (www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
a-zs2SeWne).



STANLEY RITTER (Essex). We are sorry to report the
death of Stanley Ritter, aged 93. Stan played for
Essex for many years. He developed an alternative to
the Stayman convention over 1NT, which was
awarded a general licence by the EBU and named
after him; it is still played today. Wherever he
played, his beloved wife, Rhoda, accompanied him
to watch, rather than play. He learnt to play bridge
in his forties and achieved the rank of Premier Life
Master. He started to teach bridge when he was
eighty but, unfortunately, his memory started to fail
him and he had to stop both teaching and playing.
He was a very competitive person but always a kind,
gentle man.

BILL PARSONS (Lincolnshire). It is with great sadness
that we have to report the death of Bill Parsons, after
a short illness. Bill was Chairman of Louth
Duplicate Bridge Club. He represented the club on
the County Committee for several years. He
undertook the onerous task of arranging, and
fielding, teams for the various Midland Leagues for
about ten years. He never failed in this task.
He was a great supporter of the game and always

thinking. His input will be sadly missed by
everyone. Condolences are sent from the County
Com mittee and members to his friends and family.

ROY EDWARDS (Staffs & Shropshire), aged 75 years,
died on Friday 23 October, in Compton Hospice,
after a long and difficult battle against cancer. After
growing up in West Bromwich, he taught himself to
play bridge in his thirties and became a very
enthusiastic player initially in North Birmingham
and then at Wolver hampton Bridge Club. He was an
excellent player, achieving the national rank of
Grand Master. 
Many players have happy memories of enjoying

bridge weekends in the Cotswolds in the ’eighties
and, later, Hilton Hotel holidays that Roy organised
along with David and Marilyn Jones. 
Roy will be sadly missed. It may be quieter at the

bridge table but members agree that his contri -
bution to the club will be difficult to replicate.

BRIAN O’DONNELL (Wiltshire). It is with deep regret
that we report the death of Brian O’Donnell on 3rd
August 2015, twenty months after being diagnosed
with pancreatic cancer.  Brian faced this challenge
with his customary positive and cheerful outlook.
Brian acquired his life-long fascination with

bridge while commuting from Brighton to London.
His career took him overseas – to Rome, USA and
Tokyo, where he gave bridge-lessons in Gaijin and
English. Brian was a Tournament Director and
diligent Treasurer for Malmesbury BC for several
years, and later joined the Wiltshire CBA
committee. In later life he partnered Gill Messer,
and gave her great support until she died in 2013.
He will be greatly missed by the many people and

organisations that knew him.

MAVIS BAMFORD (Yorkshire, 1927–2015). Mavis
Bamford passed away on 12 September 2015.  She
had been a member of Halifax Bridge Club since
1961, and also a life member of Keighley Bridge
Club and a member of Brighouse Bridge Club.
Mavis played for over fifty years in the Yorkshire
League and in numerous county and national
events. r
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In MemoriamIn Memoriam
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